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By An American Air Force Officm· On Guam
The little chapel had been built out of almost everything you could think about. As I looked, I saw parts of
airplanes, battleships, airport hangars, and American
army tents forming the floor and walls. To support these
walls of steel and canvas, were bamboo poles and coconut
palms from the jungles.
You may think the appearance could not have been
very pleasing, but on Guam it was beautiful. For the
people who built this temple of worship had lived through
two terrible invasions; and they were turning the tools
of war to the service of their Saviour and King. Yes, they
were really beatiag the swords of war into plowshares for
the Father's vineyard. ·
And as the little children began to gather on this
Sunday morning, I knew that they too had tasted the bitterness and suffering of war. They would have been just
Juniors in some Sunday School class back in America,
but they were all old enough to remember when the Japanese came and killed many of their fathers and mothers
and little playmates. Some of them had scars made perhaps by bayonet or shell as the Americans came to drive
the Japs away and set them free.
These little children were like the chapel; they
seemed to be put together of almost anything. Some wore
Navy red and white signal flags, or GI trousers cut off
at the knees. Others did not cut them off, but wore their
feet right through the knees while the rest dragged behind them.
One of them wore something of which he was very
proud- an American helmet. But it came so far down
over his little head that you couldn't even see his chin,
and a friend led him around to keep him from bumping
into things. Though it must have been so heavy his
knees almost gave way under him, he was so proud he
wouldn't have taken it off if it had been twice as heavy.

They told me his father had worn one proudly and died
fighting for the Americans as a native guide, when the
Army an~ Navy came back to Guam.
But what was this they were talking about so excitedly. It was pennies and nickels and dimes they were
carrying; and one had a whole silver dollar, that must
have looked as big as a wagon wheel to him. They had
earned it all themselves, bringing coconuts and bananas
to the tents of the American soldiers and sailors.
Could it be that these poor, ragged, brown little children on far away Guam were going to-yes, as they began to sing, I was sure. For though I couldn't understand
a word, I knew every word they were singing. It was the
same tune I had sung years ago, back in. America, about
little children just like these acr9ss the sea:
"Red and yellow, black and white,
They are precious in HiY sight;.
Jesus loves the little children of the world/"

And down upon the rough metal table, that may have
been saved from a bomber that flew over Tokyo, went
their offerings for the children across the sea. But wait!
What country was that they said? These offerings were
going to Japan.
In a flash I saw the graves of parents and loved ones,
and remembered the agony and suffering these little ones
had endured at the hand of the enemy. When I was told
that the boy with the silver dollar had seen both father
and mother killed by the enemy soldiers, I glanced again
at the altar.
And there through the tears that filled my eyes I
saw the silver dollar shining brightly on the offering table
for Japan. It seemed to grow larger and larger until it
looked much bigger than a wagon wheel to me; the little
boy who had suffered so much, had given his dearest possession for the cause of Christ in Japan.
I could almost hear a voice from heaven, "Love thine
enemies ... ;" and as I looked up to see the sun breaking through tropical clouds upon this war-torn island,
heaven did seem very near.
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THE LIQUOR EVIL EXPOSED
EXPENSIVE REVENUE-In his report to
the Board of Directors of the Arkansas AntiSaloon League, Superintendent C. C. Coulter
reported~ the following statistics:
As of January 13, there were: Federal Retail
Hard Liquor Licenses, 817; State Retail Hard
Liquor Licenses 488; Difference. <Bootleggers)
329. Federal Wholesale Hard Liquor Licenses,
22 ; State Wholesale Hard Liquor Licenses,
9; Difefrence, <Bootleggers) 13.
The number of Alcoholic Beverage Licenses
in effect (state licenses) in Arkansas, as of
Dec. 31, 1945 :
Retail: Spirits, 488; Wine, 499; Beer, 2,198 ;
Total, retail licenses, 3,185.
Wholesale: Spirits, 9; Beer, 207; Wine, 186.
Total, wholesale licenses, 402 .
Consumption of liquors in Arkansas in 1945,
in gallons : hard liquors, 1,817,924; beer, 8,82~ , 562; imported wine, 106,106; domestic wine,
160,517; total gallons, 10,908,109.
·
Expenditure foT liquors: hard liquors $36,358,480; beer, $11,029,452; imported wine, $1,591 ,590; domestic wine, $481,551; total $49,46l,o73.

Cost of auto accidents caused by liquors,
$2,394,000; cost of crime caused by liquors,
$30,700,000. Total cost to Arkansas caused by
liquors, 1945, $82,555,073. "Revenue" from
liquors, $4,831,944. Each "revenue" $1 above
cost $17 .

UNITED VOICE PROPOSED-A unite d
temperance organization of church groups
representing all denominations was urged by
the Council of Methodist Bishops at Atlantic
City after an appeal was made to President
Truman and Congress to curb the national
"beverage alcohol menace." "The council called
upon leaders of other denominations to join in
the preliminary steps toward formation of a
temperance organization and asked the Federal Council of Churches to support the program.
"It is the prayerful hope of the Council of
Bishops that assemblies, conventions, and conferences of many church organizations will
take steps to cooperate in a new movement
which united Christian forces wlll support,"
the Council said in a resolution.
"We pledge our loyalty to such a program.
When the churches join in the establishment
of a united temperance organization, we believe existing temperature agencies will accept
the new approach to the old problems for the
new 'day."
The resolution said the government "seems
to have frogotten" a pledge made by President Roosevelt in 1933 that pre-prohibition
evils shall not be permitted to return.
It also urged that "some federal c h e c k
should be placed upon seductive and untruthful liquor advertising in newspapers, magazines, billboards, and over tne radio."
A two-year progr!llm by all Methodist groups
was further suggested in which cooperative
action would be taken to extend temperance
education. A vigorous campaign of temperance
pledge-signing among children and young
people was urged.

•

•

DRY CANDIDATE- Dry forces will nominate a candidate for president of the United
States when the Nationl!.l Prohibition Convention meets at Winona Lake in June, 1947.
Plans also w111 be made at that time for "a
great campaign," Dr. F . W. Lough, Winona

Lake, Ind. , national vice president of the National Prohiibtion Committee, which sponsors
the convention, said.
More than 2,500 delegates are expected at
the convention. The committee includes men
and women from all temperance societies as
well as churchmen and churchwomen.

•

•

•

DEMOBI LIZATION- A total of 2,957 army
chaplains have been returned to civilian life
since September 1, 1945, it was announced
here by the office of the Army Chief of Chaplains.
The same report pointed out that there were
5,184 army chaplains on duty as of last January 31, and that 1,342 chaplains had received
1,777 decorations as of that date.
Only two army chaplains are now listed as
being missing for the entire war, later information having cut this figure down from a
previous high of fourteen. Seventy-seven army
chaplains gave their lives in battle action during World War II, ~nd 74 died of non-battle
causes while in the army. including five who
died in Japanese prison camps. No less than
243 were wounded in action, including those
not hospitalized.

•
THREATENED SCARCITY OF MINISTERS- Denominational bodies in our country are petitioning the government to release
at the earliest possible moment students for
the ministry now in service. The length of
the war and the calling up of so great a proportion of our nation's youth of the vitally important ages of eighteen to 21 threaten the
ongoing of some educational institutions, retard the supply of well-trained graduates into·
the professions, and, of course, limit the number of men available for the pastorate. A
large percentage of chaplains, still retained in
service, adds to the difficulty. It will mean
that rural areas and small towns will suffer
neglect because there is an ppportunity for
men to go to larger churches in the cities.
The next few years may present us with a
crisis we should be ready to meet. Every able
minister, no matter what his age, should now
be put to work .

•

•

THE SCRIPTURES IN CHINA- The American Bible Society has learned, in recent word
from Shanghai, that the plates of the China
Bible House were hidden, during the war years,
and so escaped looting. As soon as paper supplies l:l-re available production of Scriptures
can begin.
Reports are not yet available of the Scripture distribution during this period. Care has
had to be taken in issuing Scriptures because
of the efforts of speculators and hoarders to
buy up even the paper in printed Bibles. This
would indicate that there are some stocks on
hand at the present time.
The Bible Society is now printing 1,000,000
Chinese Bibles and 2,000,000 Testaments as an
initial supply pending the resumption of printing in China.

•

•

•

Japanese Christians, living in the New York
City area, are raising a fund of $5,000 which
will be forwarded to the American Bible Society as their share in the society's current
campaign of $600,000 needed for furnishing ·
Scriptures to Japan. The society has received
requests from Japan for 100,000 Bibles and
2,500,000 Testaments in Japanese.

A Devotion by B. 1:1. Duncan, l:Iot Sprin

"Many of His disciples went back, and ~
ed no more with Him."
There are· certain tense moments in 1
life upon which tremendous issues dei
This was such a moment in the experien1
the multitude which stood before Jesus. C
issues were hanging in the balance; e'
thing depended upon the swing of the pe:
lum in that moment. The wrong balance ·
down and the multitude went back.
An analysis of the motives of the multi
reveals thtee things:
First, Christ's miracles of healing had rl
their hopes to expect perpetual health. ~
were more anxious about health of body ·
health of soul. If Jesus would heal their
eases, ease their pains and give them he
they would follow Him.
Second, the miracle of feeding the 5,000
raised their hopes to expect perpetual I
perity and the elimination of the age-old
dition that "By the sweat of the face" :
men eat bread. When He fed them on
mountain side, they wanted to make Him E
Third, His obvious power had raised 1
hopes for a power to dominate the world. 1
wanted power to command the service of
world, not the power to serve the world . 'l
wanted power to contro·l the worl d, not g
to minister to the world. They wanted pc
to compel the world, not love to win
world. They wanted power to take from
world what they wanted, not the will to
to the world what it needed.
When it became obvious that Jesus w
not dissipate His powers to such temp
needs:
"From that time many of His disciples '
back, and walked no more with Him." J
6:66.

-------000------It was as an expression of this consec
ed other-worldly ardor that the Negro sp
uals came into being and grew into f1
There is more, far more than the ordil
Christian zeal embodied in them. These 1
ituals are not mere religious hymns writte
recited to sweeten the service or improve
ritual. They are the aching, poignant cry o
entire people. Jesus to the Negro is no six
religious savior, worshipped on Sundays
forgotten during the week. He is the inca
tion of the suffering soul of a race.Calverton.
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r. John R. Rice Endorses Convention Work,
Asks Independent Baptists to Support It

11ere are many small groups of Baptists in
South who sometime in the past have
n led from the State and Southern Baptist
·k by an individual who conscientiously difoo with the denominational program. These
ups have thrived not so much from prossive programs, but by their anti-convena expressions.
n the main, these groups have been doc:tally sound and have preached the gospel
Christ. But they have not been able to witas strongly, as forcefully and as tellingly
e as would have been possible had they
~perated with convention forces.
:·ne by one these anti-convention groups
~ breaking down. Many times churches and
r.:isters have broken off from their leaders
in the cooperative work of the denominaOur attention falls now on the case of
ngelist John R. Rice, a Texas pastor of
ral years back who bro£te with the Texas
.vention and with Southern Baptists. For
y years his voice in the pulpit and in his
!ific writings has been "anti-convention,"
this leader has called an about-face, and
king all of his followers to join again in
cooperative work of the convention.
e present below the full text of an article
Evangelist Rice published in the SWORD
THE LORD which he edits. We hope that
testimonial will be a call to many brethren
are not cooperating with convention
:es to join up now where their energies,
money and their testimonies will be m'ost
g in winning a lost world to Christ.
e full text of Dr. Rice's article:
e Saviour' said, 'Therefore if thou bring
gift to the altar, and there rememberest
. thy brother hath ought against thee;
.e there thy gift before the altar, and go
way; first be reconciled to thy brother,
then come and offer thy gift' <Matt.
• 24).
I think the time has come when I can do

licly, without being misunderstood, what
ve long ago tried to do privately. I was
ed a Baptist in Texas, and from my boyhad membership in churches cooperating
the Texas Baptist Convention and the
thern Baptist Convention. I was educated
ecatur Baptist College, Baylor University,
the Southwestern Baptist Theological
nary. I taught in Wayland Baptist Colat Plainview, Tex. I was pastor of the
t Baptist Church at Shamrock, Tex. All
e institutions were asociated with the
thern Baptist organization.

"But there arose in Texas a severe controversy over matters of doctrine. I, from
earnest conviction, took sides boldly and publicly. Other men made bitter personal issues
that became paramount in the minds of many.
I think my own motives were right and I still
huld the same strong doctrinal convictions,
But inevitably I was classed and then thrown
with men whose methods and whose apparent
motives I later had to renounce openly. I organized a number of independent Baptist
churches growing out of revival campaigns I
conducted. These churches did not cooperate
with the Texas Baptist Convention nor the
Southern Baptist Cnovention and were not on
very friendly terms with the mass of Southern Baptists and their institutions.
"Some ten years ago I separated myself entirely from the men attacking Southern Baptist leadership and institutions and more and
more I have felt renewed my love and loyalty
toward the Southern Baptist group of men
who were such a tremendous blessing and influence in my earlier Christian life and preparation and ministry.
"I do not claim that I was blameless 1n the
breach of fellowship. I have confessed to some
men that I thought I had, without intention,
wronged them. I have sought to renew my
fellowship. In harmony with my earnest advice, the church in Dallas of which I was, under God, the founder and long pastor, voted
to seek fellowship with Texas Baptists and
Southern Baptists. This was under the pastor- .
ate of my succesor, Dr. Robert J. Wells, but
was in thorough harmony with my outspoken
advice. In recent years I have had a number
of revival campaigns in great Southern Baptist churches. I have had fellowship with many
strong Southern Baptist leaders. I have sought
to be brotherly and to openly prove myself
brotherly.
"Now I want to say to independent groups
of Baptists in the south that I feel your greatest usefulness and happiness and the niost
blessed service for the Lord can be done in
friendship, and whenever possible, in the open
and full cooperation with Southern Baptists.
I am not now urging Methodists and Presbyterians to become Baptists, but am urging
harmony and cooperation among those of like
precious faith. I am trying to help further to
heal a breach that I, in some measure, I am
sad to say, helped to make.
"I do not urge anybody to condone worldliness, or to give money where he cannot give
it conscienceously in Jesus' name. But South-

ern Baptists in the main are for the Word of
God and soul-winning and everything precious
to the independent groups of Baptists. There
is worldliness among southern Baptists and
worldliness among independent groups also.
Neither is perfect.
"But Southern Baptists are the largest
single soul-winning group of people in the
world. They believe the Bible is inspired. They
believe in salvation by the blood. They believe
in the absolute deity of Jesus Christ. And
while they do not all agree on dispensational
truth, Southern Baptists all believe that the
Bible is true when it says that Jesus is coming again. I believe that exceptions would be
very rare. And I believe that there is enough
liberty in the Southern Baptist set-up for
Bible-believing Baptists as individuals and
Baptist churches to cooperate, maintaining
independence and freedom in the Holy Spirit.
"Hence I urge independent Baptist pastors
in the South, wherever possible, to seek fellowship in groups of convention Baptist pastors
even as I sought the fellowship of the Baptist
Minister's Conference in Dallas when I was
pastor there. I urge churches, as rapidly as
they ca~ honestly and heartily do so, to begin to cooperate with Southern Baptists in
the great Sunday School work they are doing
and in their crusade for souls throughout the
south and in their dream and vision and plans
and work in missions throughout the world.
"For myself, though my ministry is largely
centered in the north, I like to be known as a
Southern Baptist. My fellowship, my memo~
ries, the tremendous debt I owe Southern Baptists, and the great usefulness of this group
of soul-winnin~ Christians move my heart to
seek their fellowship and to urge others who
are Baptists in the south to do likewise."
Frequently in large congregations in this
country there will be less than a dozen people
who are not professed Christians. On the
other hand when one faces a congregation
of a thousand people in China there will be
very few who are professed Christians. Many
of them will have never heard the name of
Jesus. Ought not these people to have a
chance to hear about the Saviour of the
world?
-Baker James Cauthen.

The Source
By Marjorie Brooks Briggs
I thought, at the close of the evening,
That I had no hope to grasp,
And I stood by the gatepost questioningTo whom should I turn now to ask?
The sun in the west was setting,
In its rays I could plainly see
An answer that came quite clearly:
"My friend, why not look to Me?"

I knew tllen tlle source of tlle message,
Who spoke through the setting sun;
How foolish of me not to know that
My hope was in Jesus, the Son.
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ADVANCE

······························································~~~)
Rev. Clyde Parrish has accepted the position
of director of religious education at South
Uighland· Church, Little Rock. Mr. Parrish
has attended Ouachita College, Baylor University, and Southwestern Seminary. He has
been pastor at Beebe.

*

•

•

Dr. William w. Adams has been elected
president of Central Baptist Theological
Seminary, Kansas City, Kan. He will assume
the new duties June 5. An inaugural service
will be held about September 10.
*
*
•
Chaplain <Major) Roger A. Butler, who has
been in the Army and Navy General Hospital,
Hot Springs, is now located at Hl22 Pine
Street, Arkadelphia, where he is taking some
work in Ouachita College. He is anxious to
do supply work and can arrange to work any..:
where in the state.

*

*

•

The sunday School of First Church, McCrory, had 106 present out of an enrolment
of 145, February 24. The Fanny Best class of
adult women led with twenty present and with
half the total offering. All officers, teachers,
and assistants were present.

.

.. ..

Aubrey C. Halsell, Hot Springs, has been
promoted to Lieutenant-Colonel in the .Army
Air Forces. At the expiration of his terminal
leave he will remain a Lieutenant-Colonel in
the Army of the United States, Reserve Corps.

• • •

P.astor w. C. Rowe, Dowell Church, Dowen,
Til., formerly an Arkansas pastor, has been
elected superintendent of evangelism in his
association. The association Is planning a
Baptist Youth Rally for March 22 with President H. E. Williams, Southern Baptist College,
Pocahontas, as principal speaker. An attendance of 500 is expected.

*

•

..

First Church, Mena, has voted to begin at
once on the erection of a three-story educational building.

• • •

A. L. Goodwin has resigned as pastor of First
Church, Carlsbad, N. Mex., after nine years
of service. During the nine years the membership of the church has grown from 390 to
896, a modem church plant has been built,
work has been organized among the Spanish
people and the Negroes, and Cooperative Program gifts have increased until they were
$4,325 in 1944 and $3.250 in 1945.

• • •

Barney R. Freasier, until recently pastor of
First Church, Siloam Springs, now a student
at Southern Seminary is pastor of the Park
City Church, located about 65 miles south of
Louisville.

•

•

•

Gentry Church has adopted plans for an
educational building. It is to be a three-story
brick veneer structure, departmentalized
throughout, and wlll accommodate a minimum of 400 people.

•

• •

state presidents of the Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary Alumni Association, in
BffiLES REPAIRED, RECOVERED Best
Materials. 25 years' experience. Write for
Prices. BffiLE HOSPITAL, 17151/2 Wood St.,
Dallas 1, Texas.

a "Victory Meeting" on the campus of the
Seminary, February 22, made final plans to
complete the $250,000 campaign for the erection of an Alumni Memorial Chapel at the
school. A total of $191,863.93 has been raised,
and the goal is to secure the ,b alance by the
opening of the Southern Baptist Convention
in Miami, Fla., May 15.
..
•
*
Hal H. Asling was ordained to tl\e ministry
by First Church, Siloam Springs, February 25,
his ordanation having been asked by the Centerton Church which has called him a pastor.
Carl P. Nelson, Gentry, conducted the ex.a mination; B. N. Simmons, Siloam Springs,
preached the sermon; Sam Martin, Sulphur
Springs, led the ordination prayer; John B.
Stephen, Gravette, was clerk; and Missionary
A. A. Brady, Benton County Association, was
chairman of the council. A large number from
Centerton Church was present.

•

•

*

A goal of 1298 study course awards was set
by Concord Associational Training Union at a
mass meeting held at Greenwood Church, February 22. There was an attendance of 247,
representing ten churches. The attendance
banner was awarded First Church, Paris, for
having the largest attendance of 78. The program there, "Christian Youth in the Postwar
World," was developed by talks and special
music presented by young people from the
various churches. Espy L. O'Neel, Fort Smith,
was elected associational director, succeeding
Miss Mabel King Beeker, who has become educational director of First Church, Petersburg,
Va.

• • •

Alpena Pass Church, Boone-Carroll Association, has revised its budget increasing all
gifts to missions. B. L. Dorman has recently
accepted the pastorate, coming from Perry
Church.

. •

•

*

Rev. W. H. Horn has resigned as pastor of
Mt. Pisgah Church, Mt. Zion Association,
where he · has been serving seven years and
four months. He has not fully recovered from
an automobile accident he had some time ago.
He is improving, however, and will serve some
half-time church until his health has improved sufficiently for him to go back to fulltime work.

•

• •

Shiloh Church, Texarkana, has increased
gifts to the Cooperative Program 100 percent
in the 1946 budget.

•

•

*

Work on the new classroom annex to Norton Hall, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisvllle, has been resumed after an

PASTORAL CHANGES
B. L. Dorman from Perry Church to First
Church, Alpena Pass.
W. H. Horn from Mt. Pisgah Church, Mt.
Zion Association.
Hal H. Asllng to Centerton Church.
R. W. Jones from Bartholomew Association
as missionary to First Church, Huntsville.

John Terry, student at John Brown Uni·
versity, Siloam Springs, to Mason Valley
Church.
J. E. Harris from Friendship Church, Marianna, to ·Shlloh Church, Texarkana.

interruption of several weeks due
weather and lack of building materi
contractors report that all necessar
ials have now been secured, and t
building will be completed and ready:
cupancy by the opening of the next
session, in September.

• • •

A record enrolment of 672 ministers
studying at southern Seminary, Loui~
whom sixty are ex-service men, Presid
A. Fuller reports. According to info
received from the Chaplains Commis§
Fuller said, about 600 Southern Bap
nounced their calls to the ministry w~
ing in the armed forces during World
Southern Seminary is contacting as
these men as possible, he said, to o
sistance in helping the men to secure
ment support, under the G. I. Bill o
to pursue their theological education.

..

..

.. ..

.

First Church, Atkins, will sponsor
beginning March 31 known as the Fi1
tist Church Junior College. The coil
·be under the direction of Pastor Ceci
cher and the Training Union director,
O'Quin. The book~;~ to be taug}lt in thi
are soul winning books.

Earle Church was engaged in .a revi'
ruary 24 to March 3 with Pastor H!
Elledg.e, Baring Cross Church, Nortl
Rock, doing the preaching and W. R. l
director of music and singing, First
North Little Rock, leading the singing.
services were held each day for t l
school pupils of the town. H. L. LiJ
pastor of the church.

*

*

•

Emphasizes Doctrine

Regarding the article, "Need for I
Preaching," by Secretary B. L. Bridg
lished in the February 14 issue of the
sas Baptist, Pastor Virgil Logan, First
Knoxville, writes:
"The article concerning. the prea<
the cardinal, basic, fundamental doc1
the Bible was a very interesting on
thoroughly agreed with the writer. ,
more preaching of the doctrines c
word.
"On January 20 we began a serie1
mons on the articles of faith as foun
Pendleton's church manual on the
doctrines mentioned by the writer ir
ticle and our attendance, interest, a
have increased since we beg,an. Pe•
hungry for these doctrines that are
Baptists, and for which Baptists ha
througll the years; yea, even died fo

BOOKS
FOR SALE

4,000 books of former library of ~
tain Home College must sell by
1. Many valuable books in fie:
literature, secular and church h
religion, and related subjects.
books of ~pecial interest for F
and teachers. Will sell all or any
bel,' desired. Come and make
selections.

H. D. MORTON

Mountain Home, Ark
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WHERE IS CHRISTIANITY?

Some say we had it back in New Testa~t times, when the early disciples went
t h as flaming torches evangelizing the
m known world; others say that we had a
~at denomination of 1t when the martyrs
both Europe and the British Isles, perished
the fagot fires of that era. All of which is
ry true, for the quality and color of Chris.nity of those two periods have never been
~lied.

raking a stance on a more modern backmnd, some say that the real Christianity
America was during. the great evangelistic
riods, out of which periods came such giants
Whitefield, Finney, Moody, Sam Jones,
~j or Penn and the Carrolls.
True again
thout any dissenting remarks, for evangelis: fires of those times lit up America ~ from
e brush archors of the Southland to the
Ltely tabernacles of the Northern cities and
e Kingdom of God was enriched by millions
new souls. Out of these periods great
urches and institutions were born.

ave We Lost Christianity?

The pessimist today says that we lost ChrisUlity in these modern times, that we had it
the above mentioned periods, but like the
fialo that once reamed the plains of Ameriwe are a vanishing herd. They too can cite
atistics and point to certain baneful trends
support of their judgeme nt.
Others agree that we had it in times that
le gone, that we have lost it now, but will
-e it again in some future time. The "Post"
up claim that the world after awhile will
so perfect that Christ will be ushered in
ore we know it. The "Pre" group say, that
world will get worse and worse and finally
so bad that Christ will come and take over
then the Millenium will come. Great and
men clillg to both doctrines, so we will
- contend nor dissent.
ith America going pagan so rapidly, what
you say, where do you stand and how do
give answer? Personally, I think we have
it ever since it started. It is like the air
breathe, it's here whether we see it or not.

Dr. Whitington prepared this article at the Edi's request, following his decision to resign as
erintendent of Rural Missions and accept the
of Director of the Ouachita College Million
r Campaign.
0

0

0

t was after months of careful and prayerconsideration that I became convinced
t it was my duty and God's will for me
go with Ouachita. Nothing but the convicn that it was my duty would have caused
to change my work at this time.
I am thoroughly convinced that Arkansas
ptists cannot go forward and do well witht Christian education. No denomination
. Christian education is denominational
e insurance. Ouachita is not something septe from our denomination, it is a vital part
it. I am not leaving the cause of Arkansas
ptists. I will be worth as much, if not more
them in my n ew field.
Ouachita has been educating preachers and
eir children for the denomination, free of
'tion, for many years. When I think of the
g line of preachers, laymen, and women
o have come from ouachita to bless Arkan-

By BUREN SPARKS,
In Baptist Standard

+
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Sometimes we may look in the wrong place
to find it. It is not necessarily in a church, a
class or a brotherhood. These are all by-products of Christianity. Christianity is in a life.

The Spirit Is Within Man
Salvation and eternal life are given to an
individual and not to an organization, An organization can only take on the color and atmosphere of the individuals in that organization. Truth, doctrine and principles can have
no power until some great soul energizes them.
When we think of John .t he Baptist, we think
of the doctrine of repentance, when we think
of the Apostle John, we think of the doctrine
of Love, when we think of Abe Mulkey, we
think of the doctrine of restitution, and when
we. think of Abraham Lincoln, we are ready
for abolition of all slavery. These men as individuals vitalized these great doctrines and
made them regnant. Doctrines are helpless
until they can live and move through an ~ individual.
Destroy every institution that Christianity
has built and maintained and we would still
have Christianity around the world. Why, because Christianity through the individual has
encircled the globe. Its fires are everywhere.
It burned and glowed in the foxholes of Africa, Italy and ali Europe; like the foxfire of
the marshy jungles, it glowed in every isle of
the South Pacific. I have found its track, its
imprint, its light and its fruit in every section where my ministry has led me.

Christianity Lives
I found it in a Mextcan shack where a
mother lay dying, according to the doctor who
sat at her bedside. In her broken English, she
told me she wanted me to pray that she might
live in order to win many others to her beloved Saviour. She said, "You pray, me pray,
me got faith," I prayed and she prayed. Fol-

+

+
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sas Baptists and the world, I am bound to admit that it is a marvelous contribution. How
could a preacher who shared in the grace of
ouachita in getting his education refuse to
help in this campaign! Surely he would not
be so ungrateful as to 'join Ouachita's enemies
and try to defeat the campaign.
Then there is nothing that appeals to me
more than young men and women who want
an education. I know a poor motherless boy
who skimped, worked and half starved to go
there because he was hungry for an education. There are many of them today and for
their sakes we must put over this campaign
and will, so help us God! Ouachita could
easily have one thousand students now if there
was room for them.
If we are to stay in the association of standard colleges, we will be compelled to have more
buildings and endowment. Young people who

lowing the prayer the doctor said, "Preacher,
she will be dead before sundown." At tlu·ee
that afternoon the doctor visited me and said,
"Preacher, I am a pretty sorry church member, but I do believe in Christ and in prayer
and I have come to tell you that Old Jesus
Gonzales will live and ·I know as a doctor that
it was her faith that saved her and not what
I did." She did live and was instrumental in
winning many of her people to Christ.
Yes, it's living today and many times where
you least suspect it. I found it at the bedside of a dying ex-Texas Ranger as his hard
drinking, sinful companions stood around
with serious and perplexed expressions on
their weathertanned faces.

Must Shine Through Us
It is our individual nves where Christianity
shines its brightest. Salvation comes from a
Person, not a doctrine, just so, Christianity
must first be in a person and then transfused
into the veins of the by-product.
Right now many of our leaders and hundreds of individual church members feel or
sense, that we are facing a transition period,
when the churches will swing out on some new
trend, or an old trend re-vitalized.
We are in hopes that it will be a great,
worldwide mission movement. Carey started
one, Judson another and whether the next
one comes through a lone individual or a
group of individuals, it will come with the
Holy Spirit playing upon human instrumentality.
Many of our churches are going churches, ·
but they are going in circles. No zeal, no zest,
no glow. Whatever the movement or trend
may be, grant that it will energ~ze us and
_challenge us with a program so big and attractive that the front seats of our church
houses will be more popular that the back
ones and the people will be willing for their
pastor to spend more time upon his knees.
--------0001------

Christ does not save people in the mass,
but as individuals. Individuals compose society, Society, organized into nations and divided into races, can never be saved except as
the individuals who compose society are saved
through Christ.-J. E. Lambdin in Baptist
Training Union Magazine.

are preparing, for higher education for the
professions, especially teaching, cannot afford to attend a sub-standard school. The
Baptists can ill afford to offer only secondary
education. If we continue as a standard school
we will be compelled to guarantee the standardizing agency that we would give to Ouachita, annually, an amount equal to the returns on a million dollars of endowment. This
we might be able to do in normal times but
if sub-normal times should come we will find
ourselves in the same condition with our education program which we :were a few years
ago or we will be back in debt again. Certainly
none of us want an-y more debt. Undoubtedly
this is the time for us to avoid debts in the
future by providing endowment. To put over
this campaign at this time in my opinion is
the only way we can maintain standard education and the only way we can stay out of
debt if w.e are to continge in the education
business.
I think you for your kind and generous cooperation in the mission work and am sure you
will continue your prayers and your help to
make this Campaign a great success.
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THE RETURNING VETERAN
The story is told of a great artist who painted pictures of immortal beauty. As he painted,
each picture became more and more work of
true mastery, but the artist grew weaker and
weaker. Then one day the news spread abroad
that he had passed away.
The secret of his untimely death was finally
revealed by his aged housekeeper-he had
mixed his paints with his own blood. He died,
but his pictures will live forever.
The picture of a free world, with equality
and justice for all, has been and is now being
painted. That picture is tinted with blood of
our young men. By it they shall live forever
in our national and world consciousness.
Twelve million young Americans went out
from us. Many of them will not return. Their
bodies sleep in far-away graves. What a price
has been paid! Sin, in the individual or the
nation, is costly and exacts a heavy toll of life.
We are glad, however, that the majority Qf
these young people are l'eturning to us. They
are coming back matured in mind, body and
spirit. We are profoundly thankful that the
larger percent will return physically, mentally
and morally sound. But others will come back
impaired in health and maimed in body; still
others will be mentally and emotionally upset; and others, also, will be spiritual wrecks.

Veterans Are More Mature
These young. people who went from our
homes are fundamentally the same upon their
return. If they are careless and unconcerned,
if they were dissipated and drunken before
going to war, they will likely return with .
these same propensities. If, on the other hand,
they were Christian in faith and practice,
seeking the higher and nobler things of life
before going to war, they will return with the
same faith and devotion with which they left,
only they shall be richer in the experiences of
grace.
In order to properly appraise the returning
soldiers and their needs, we must first remem·
ber them .as they were when they left.
Major General Norman T. Stark, Surgeon
General, army and navy, says: "The average
soldier returning. to civilian life is basically
the same man he was when he went away.
True, the rigid training, the disciplined life,
the experiences far from home matured him.
To consider him as a problem child is to underestimate the character of American manhood. The large majority of these men can
take these experiences in stride and can return to their homes, their families, and their
jobs, finer citizens ready and able to shoulder
their share of the responsibilities in the civilian world."
Who are these soldiers? They are really
civilians at heart. They are your boys, your
brothers, your relatives, your friends. They
have changed, but we also have changeed.
They were mechanics, clerks, te~chers, farmers, business men, soda jerkers, loafer. But
they were neither schooled nor skilled in war
and its methods.

A Deepening Of Values
Roy A. Burkhart, in his book, "The Church
and the Returning Soldier," says, "For many
of them this war offered the first sense of
mission they ever knew. It is regrettable that
it takes war to give some of our young men a
feeling that they are important in life. For
others it was a great interruption and .a great

come-down.

"Some of the 11,500,000 left with a deep

JESSE REED, PASTOR

Park Place Church, Hot Springs
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security within them due to wholesome home
life, the achievement of emotional maturity
that means the fullest adjustment in ' their
relationship with others. Part of their equipment included habits of straight thinking, the
capacity to face things and see them through,
a power within to withstand anything that
happened outside of them, a sense of humor,
a capacity to adjust to a new situation and
the ability to keep steady under the most adverse circumstances. They went with moral
.convictions supported by constantly nourished
religious roots.
"They were sure of some things, as the boy
who wrote to his father from the Pacific: 'Dad,
I have been thinking a lot about our house,
your insurance program and all of the other
material things we possess. I wonder if you
. will understand it when I say that they mean
nothing to me here-But, don't worry about
me. I believe my soul is immortal. I believe
that our way of life with its democratic ideal,
far from achieved but everything to be achieved, is the best yet conceived. I believe that
all life expects of me is that I shall give my
best for the good of others.' "

Spiritual Concepts Paramount
These young men have been taught that
war is wrong, that murder is sin, But it was
the collective will of our people that they
should go forth to destroy the enemies of
freedom. Even though they were told that
they were killing, not because of a love for
killing, but ·to bring .an end to killing; that
they were dropping bombs not to destroy but
to bring an end to want and destruction;
nevertheless, they felt a conflict within themselves. The chaplains who have been close to
the men in combat ha.ve sensed a feeling of
penitence regarding the things they must do
to win the war.
These young men of ours have changed.
No man can live through the experiences
which our boys have undergone without being
changed. Every soldier will be a re-conversion
problem. It took time to turn him into .a soldier and it will take time to turn him again
into a civilian. Just taking him to the ·sto-re
and fitting him out with a suit will not make
him a civilian. ·
James E. Tull, a Baptist chaplain now discharged·, says, "The greatest need is the gospel
of Jesus Christ and the assistance of understanding hearts and· progress~ve heads."

Problems of the Returnee
In order to meet the needs of the returning
veteran, we must understand· some of the
problems of the returnee.
Dr. J. W. Storer, Tulsa, Oklahoma, in an
article in "The Baptist Program" lists anumber of the problems of the returning veteran:
"The returnee is returning home to a
strange way of life. He has learned to obey
orders, and so far as overall planning is concerned, that has been done for him. He wm
have to accustom himself to thinking and
planning his own life.
"He has been taught to act on reflexes,
rather than taking time to think. His business
has been to destroy, and that with a . ruthless

efficiency, both life and property, to d
on the force .and power of the physical.
"He has lived with masses of men, pe ,
privacy and regard fo-r social agreement
been impossible for him. He has lived
heavy pressure, the result being an ine
tensing of his nervious system. He has
selfishness in the raw, and he has also
the most beautiful of sacrificial action!
has come out of innumerable 'jam se
puzzled by what he has heard of 'goin
back home, and as to why the war an1
He has been disillusioned by a world of
delity."
Phillip llarris in his little pamphlet, '
come Home," says, "A great number wi
turn who have beep exposed to experf
which have deepened their religious life. l
will return with a broad vision of the C
ian's mission in the world. Others will r
with a gre.ater appreciation for the min
Many chaplains and Christian young Il
have demonstrated the reality of Christ
"Some will return cynical and disillusi
not because God has failed them, but be'
of their failure to accept Him and follo~
teachings.''
They will expect people to be sympat
and cordial but not to make too much of
return. They anticipate the benefits of l
As quickly as possible, many of these pe
will desire to marry and establish homes.
ally they want to secure employment w
satisfactory salary and possibility of f
advancement.

The Returnee Re-enlisted

Finally, in order to meet the needs o
retm·ning soldier, we must be sincere
practical in our attitudes toward them.
I quote again from Roy A. Burkhart: .. ,
the soldier· returns, he must find the p
at home with as great a faith to live 1
the faith he had to find in combat, and
must have a self-denial equal to the d
of his buddies who gave their lives. He
see persons at home living for that for ~
he saw others die.
"Moreover, both soldier and civilian
and all civilians in the future, need to
to a new sense of responsibility for a full
ice to the common well-being of all pe1
The most basic thing in om· way of 1
the person and his readiness to choose
. the thing that advances the common
Self government, like charity, must beg
home."
The returning veteran asks for no SJ
favors. To be sure, we should recognizE
(CONTINUED ON PAGE EIGHT)
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munity the presence and beauty of the churcll
It is here, in this form of church advertising
that sound amplification plays a most import
ant part.
Sound amplification for this function coul•
best be known as a tower music system ove
which all the music of the church can b
broadcast. A tower music system can pickur
through the use of mirophones, the orgaJ
chimes, the organ and the entire choir. A
such times when a competent musician is no
available, suitable music as transcribed OJ
phonograph records can be used. It is als
possible to provide automatic playing device
in which no manual operation is needed t
insure a daily program at pre-set times . .

Electronics, the magic word of our generations, has undoubtedly become one of the most
important sciences in the electro-mechanical
field. Of all the arts and sciences, none has
progressed so rapidly nor with greater effect
upon humanity. Electronics has become a
powerful and essential servant of mankind.
During World war II it was at once a destructive and protective force. Fortunately, electronics can serve mankind in peace and to
this end we shall devote our attention in its
usefulness to disseminate the teachings of the
+
+
Bible in the house of God.
Use Is Varied
Sound reproducing equipment is an elecis most essential as upon this is founded the
tronic instrument which can-and has beenFor the church which does not now have :
future of the Church.
aiding the church from pulpit to pew-from
set of tower bells or chimes, this new systell
A simple program of such directed activitower to town.
is an ideal means whereby the church towerties as used by one of the largest churches in
the symbol of the church-can become some
Scientific thought and progress has affected
the country is as follows:
'
thing more than a structure to house the cal
greatly the methods and results used and obto worship. It can become a musical instru
Organ
music,
either
played
from
selected
tained in the institutional field. Better lightment with infinite flexibility. To the churcl
ing, better heat~ng, better acoustics, better _ recordings or picked up from the church organ as played, by the organist in the main
which does have bells, it offers a new flexi
seating arrangements are evidences.
church is distributed throughout all the gathbility in tower music. To all churches, it of
Aids In Church Acoustics
ering places and classrooms which provides an
fers a new means of a daily inspirational mu
One of the most important considerations in
atmosphere of church sanctity which is l'esica! program. There is no more pleasant dail;
spected by the children. This develops the
the construction of a church is its acoustics.
reminder of the presence of a church in th
mind to an attitude of listenmg rather than
community than a beautiful hymn. In th
The science of electronics and acoustics are
closely allied. They must be applied in a suctalking. The Sunday School activities are opholiday seasons, through the choir, the orgall
ened with a bell or chime signal which is
cessful church-new or existent. Most of the
and the organ chimes, it can convey to th
distributed through the system to all of the
churches of today have an urgent need for
entire community the spirit which heretofor
acoustic adjustment. Only recently h a v e
classrooms after which the various departhas been confined within the church struc
ments unite in thier own particular activities.
church architects joined hands with electure.
tronic-acoustic sound engineers to correlate
In most educational buildings, there are one
Consideration and good judgment must b
the beauty of the church building with one of
or more auditoriums in which the department
exercised in the selection of equipment for 1
its fundamental purposes-to provide facilisuperintendent or the speaker cannot be heard
successful tower music system as such a de
ties for conveying the message of the church
through all parts of the auditorium and it is
vice must embody the components which ar'
to the congregation.
here again that sound distributioq properly
consistent with high quality and performance
arranged
for
use
in
each
of
the
auditoriums
That purpose can only be fulfilled by makMicrophones, amplifiers and reproducers mus
permits an equality of hearing which compels
ing every provision for perfect speech transbe fitted to the uses of the system. 1'opogra
attentiveness. It is onry when hearing is difmission throughout the church through the
phy of the land must be surveyed. Street anc
ficult
that
children
become
restless,
noisy
and
'
installation of a sound distribution and reinindustrial noises must be evaluated and re
At
a
time
when
the
departconversational.
forcement system designed to fit the problems
producers
installed accordingly.
ments have concluded their individual pro- ·
presented by the church architecture. Only
Stock
production
sound amplification equip
the
pastor,
speaking
from
his
office
or
grams,
when an audience can hear without concenment purchased promlscuously is as impracti
any part of the school auditorium platforms,
trated effort can a message be easily absorbed.
cal for a church tower music system as is th1
unites all departments in common prayer.
A service easily conveyed and easily heard is
use
of production built equipment for th
the
class
is
adjourned
for
indiAfter
this,
certain to be the most successful service.
church interior. Tower music systems requir1
the
teachers
and
at
the
vidual
instruction
by
The difficulty of the preacher being heard
more than the standard public address bally.
conclusion of the lesson period., a signal prodistinctly by those hard-of-hearing in the
hoo equipment. There can be no compromis1
duced
by
a
chime
or
bell
goes
to
all
of
the
congregation can be easily corrected or pt·ewith quality, and tower music must be abov'
classrooms after which they gather for the
vented through the ·use of electronic amplificriticism by musician or layman. It must bl
closing activity. At this time, the Sunday
cation equipment. Unfortunately, there are
of proven quality since unfavorable criticis
School
superintendent
has
an
opportunity
to
so stock production electronic solutions to the
will result from improperly installed or de
future
convey
information
as
to
attendance,
porblems presented by each and every church.
signed equipment which will defeat the i
events or perhaps introduce some special
Natural voice amplifications can only be realtended purpose.
speaker for the occasion, all of which can
iZed by correlation of the architecture and
be
distributed
and
heard
in
the
departments
One of the outstanding features of tow
acoustics of the church with the amplification
selected for this program. At the conclusion
music equipment is the fact that it can be i
system. Reproducers must be completely synof the Sunday School activities, a musical prostalled in a tower of any size or capacity. Act
chronized with the speaker's voice.
gram is used for an orderly exit. A musical
ually, it can be installed on the church wit
For those persons with evident hearing declose using a beautiful hymn leaves a subconout
a tower. Reproducers of proper design ar
ficiency, it is not possible to produce a volume
scious, but distinct irapression.
completely weatherproof and need no housin
of sound through sound reinforcement which
to cover their mechanism. The sound radia
The Church Tower
would overcome their hearing deficiency withtion can be controlled and set to various hor·
out producing an intensity of sound which
Electronics for the church tower undoubtzontal or vertical planes, effectively produc
would be objectionable to other members of
edly has the most important role through the
ing an even distribution of sound over a co
the congregation. Accordingly, this minority
influence that can be extended in the comsiderable radius with a minimum of sound d'
group is served from the same equipment by
munity. It is the duty and desire of every
rectly under the source.
the use of individual hearing aid phones that
church to make its presence known and thus
are installed in various pews and over which
Other means of tower music are availab
appreciated in the community which it serves.
the individual listener has complete control of
such as carillonic bells and electronic chime
This is ofttimes accomplished by the architecvolume. These hearing aid stations should be
both of which are electronic instruments an
ture, newspapers, radio, illuminated crosses,
offer added flexibility to the tower music sy
well scattered throughout the pew areas.
bulletin boards, bells or chimes in the tower.
tem. "l'hese bells or chimes are played fro
The church advertises or makes known its
Correlation of .Group Meetings
miniature keyboards in which the notes o
presence through these or similar mediums.
The Sunday School has an equal opportunthe chromatic scale are embodied to the e~
Bells or chimes in the tower of the church
ity to use sound amplification and a sound
tent of the notes contained in the instrumen
have
long
been
the
accepted
form
of
dignified
reinforcement system in conjunction with the
The keyboard permits extreme flexibility i
church advertising. Insplrational bell music
educational program of the church. Such
that any type of selection can be player an
from the tower of the church has been tradiequipment can be used with effectiveness to
if sufficient notes are ava1lable, without tran
tional
through
the
centurles.
The
fundamentdevelop a child's mind to the realization of the
position. This does not limit the use of t
al
idea
of
music
from
a
church
tower
is
by
responsibilities and activities of the church.
far
the
best
means
of
bringing
to
the
com(CONTINUED ON PAGE EIGHT)
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Church Will Support
Missionary to Japan
As Memorial to Dead
By Religious News Service
The Syracuse Mo., Baptist church, which
has only 245 members, has undertaken financial support of a missionary in Japan,
when it is possible for missionaries to return
there, as a memorial to the war dead of the
small Missouri community.
M. Ballenger, young pasto1· of the church,
has received a commendation from Gen.
Douglas MacArthur for the undertaking.
"I can think of no more resplendent monument . .. . than that which could be erected
through the provisions for furthering the
propagation among the Japanese people of the
enlightened principles which keynote our
Christian faith," MacArthur wrote.
"The members of your parish may count
fully upon my support in the implementation of their high purpose. It is in just such
small communities as theirs, dedica~ed to tl}e
glory of God and the furtherance of our national destiny, that our country finds the very
roots to its great moral streng.t h."
- - -0001- - -

c.

Church Emphasis
Gains at McGehee
Pastor Theo T. James has been with First
Church, McGehee, one month. During this
time the church has had some great services.
Prayer meeting attendance has averaged more
than 100. The sunday School has shown increase in attendance, with 394 present on
February 24. Training Union attendance was
102. There have been nine additions to the
church and three have been baptized.
A special Church Emphasis Program is
planned for the weeks beginning March 3 and
ending April21. The outlined for this program
follows: Laymen's work, March 3; Music in
the church life, stressing the work of the
choirs, March 10; the task of training:-a
Training Union Study Course, March 17; Missions, the W. M. U., March 24; teaching, the
sunday School, March 31; evangelism, the
church in action to win the lost to Christ, to
call out workers, and to strengthen the faith
of Christians, spring revival services, April
7-21.
------000~---

Crowder and Wiles
Win State Honors
The Baptist Sunday School Board awarded
prizes in each state to associational clerks
whose minutes rated highest in completeness,
accuracy, and neatness.
Rev. Roland E. Crowder, Stamps, clerk of
Hope Association, who recently accepted the
work as associate pastor of First Church,
Shreveport, La., won the first prize of $25,00
in Arkansas. Second prize of $15.00 went to
Rev. s. A. Wiles, pastor, West Batesville
Church.
------000-----A general moral collapse by the end Qf 1950,
preceded by race and religious conflicts which
will dwarf the management-labor crisis, was
predicted in an address before the annual
meeting of the International Council of Religious Education. This moral collapse, Prof.
Goodwin B. Watson, of Teachers College, New
York, said, will be accentuated by a "shortage
of husbands, an increase in the divorce rate
and the increased employment of women."

Veterans
Convention Reservations

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE SIX)

thank God for our men at the church se~1
but they don't want us to take on over t~
They don't want a mushy sentimentality.1
don't want us to be all the time playing t
up as heroes. They don't want pity for
they have suffered or done. They have
done their duty.
Least of all are they deserving of our c
cism, if they are slow in re-adjusting t
selves to the religious, social and indus
. realms.
Their experiences in military and
service will become assets to them in ci~
life. They will be able to make worth
suggestions concerning our church prog
and Christian activities. We should re
their convictions and weigh their suggest
They have come face to face with the ste
realities of life and death. We should enc
age them to confide in us, and together
Following Spiritual Emphasis Week at Imdertake bigger and better things than we 1
manuel Church, Little Rock, in which Chester
ever done before. They are anxious to re1
swor, an outstanding spiritual leader, was
a real service at home. They have done a
speaker, Pastor W. 0. Vaught, Jr., commented
job for the world, they want to help do a
in The Immanuel Record: "After watching
job for their home community. They are J
Chester Swor through this week and prayergrown men to be used, not children to I
fully listening to his messages, I am prepared
things done for them.
to say that I believe he is the most powerful
Major General William R. Arnold, C
spiritual inspiration of our day. His use of
of
Chaplains, U. S. Army, shares this ~
English is superb. His conclusive thinking
bit of wisdom with us: "Let's not under1
leads him to the depth of the most important
mate the courage and common sense of
personal problems individuals face. But beturning service men. Be natural, friendly
yond his ability as a thinker and a speaker,
normally glad to see them. Welcome t:
the thfng that impressed me most was the
home, encourage them to talk about their
mighty spiritual power of his presence. No
periences.
one can doubt the gleat power of Chester
"Genuine respect and affection will do ll
Swor's prayer life. I have listened to Kagawa
than studied efforts to heal the hurts of
of Japan, and Stanley Jones of India, Dr.
human spirit."
Robert E. Speer and Dr. George W. Truett
- but I do not believe that any of these have
The returning service men must be
found the sources of power more perfectly
enlisted in the churches. Many of them f
tha'ln Chester Swor."
key positions in the church organizations
fore· going to war. They are even better
* • •
pared now to resume their responsibilitie
Dr. R. Kelly White, pastor of Belmont
the Jife and activities of the church.
Heights Church for 18 years, resigned Feb--- --0001--- ruary 24. to accept a call to First Church, west
Palm Beach, Fla.; but by a unanimous vote,
Electronics
his resignation was not accepted. A meeting
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE SEVEN)
of the Board of Deacons was called to consider
the pastor's action further in an effort to get
instrument to the use of available record
him to reconsider the move. Dr. White has
such as in the use of a tower music syst1
been at Belmont Heights since October 1, 1928,
Use of a t.ower music system, carillonic i
coming there from Bessemer, Ala. During his
Ol' tower chimes affords every church an
pastorate, church membership has grown
cellent opportunity to project its message
from 586 to 2,036, while a debt of $140,000
the community which it serves in a mal
has been paid, and there is now $10,000 in
which is traditional and dignified.
cash and bonds in the church. treasury.
In closing, it should be remembered th~
* * •
the construction of a church, definite s
Speakers over the Mississippi County Asshould be given to the use of any or a:
sociational Baptist Hour, KLCN Blytheville,
the possible applications of electronic eq
each Thursday afternoon at 2:30, for the
ment so that proper facilities can be incl1
next five weeks are:
in the church plans to permit easy and
nomical installation whether it be with
Pastor P. H. Jernigan, Calvary t;::hurch,
building or after its completion. The ch:
Blytheville, March 7.
that is already erected can use any or a
Rev. Henry Wooten, March 14.
these facilities. They can be installed wit:
Pastor C. J. Rushing, First Church, Manila,
excessive cost or any changes in the arch:
March 21.
ture of the building. When making such f
Pastor L. G. Miller, New Liberty Church,
lection it is well to give the same considers
·
Blytheville, March 28.
as would be applied to the purchase of a
Pastor E. T. Smith, First Church, Osceola,
musical instrument so that consistency
April 4.
quality of performance can be obtained .
It is requested that those desiring
rooms during the meeting of the Southern Baptist Convention in Miami, Fla.,
May 15-19, send theil· requests direct to
the Reservations Committee, of which
Rev. Harold A. Davidson, Flagler Street
Baptist Church, 3501 West Flagler
Street, Miami, is chairman.
Pasto1· Davidson says: "It will greatly
help the committee if they know those
people that will be driving so that we
may place them in outlying hotels and
even .a t Miami Beach. Down town hotels
are practically filled and better accommodations are available at Miami Beach.
Letters will be acknowledged and assignments made just as quickly as we
possibly can."

•

*

*

E. E. Cox, Guntersville, Ala., school superintendent, has been elected Brotherhood secretary in Alabama.
-----000---- There is no "promotion" and "demotion"
within the will of God. When a Christian is
where God wants him he "has arrived."Frank Leavell in Baptist Student.

--------0001--------

In a recent speech in Berlin, Mrs. Ele:
Roosevelt outlined a four-point program
the GI's in getting along with the Russi
(1) Have conviction; (2) Be friendly;
Stick to your beliefs as they stick to th1
and (4) Work as hard as they do. We tl
it's pretty good advice to Christians as
face worldly cynics.

:H 7, 1946 .
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Schulmerlch
Electronic Equipment
now serves hundreds
ot churches throughout
the nation
including:'

SCHULMERICH ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT INCREASES THE POWER AND
INFLUENCE OF6 THE CHURCH'S MESSAGE! To help the church extend the

effectiveness of its message to the pew and as far beyond as possible, is the purpose of
Schulmerlch Electronic Equipment. Since 1925, Schulmer!ch has specialized, solely,
In the manufacture and installation of scientific sound equipment foe churches. We
cordially invite you to contact us for complete information on our products which

I

may serve your requirements.

CARILLONIC BELLS • TOWER MUSIC SYSTEMS • ELECTRONIC HEARING AIDS
VOICE AND MUSIC DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS • ACOUSTIC CORRECTION SYSTEMS

Firat Ba
WJ
Ptlst Church
naton Salem, N. C
Foundry M
·
othodlst Ch
WashJnuton D
urch

c

. . c.

entrar Pre~bJ'terlan Ch
Denver, Colorado urch
First Christian Ch
San Angel0 T Urch
•

e.tas

Chr~!u~lscopal Church
llan , Illinois

Grace Lutheran Ch
Son Diego, Co lit. urch
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11/~tniLH J JltiJJi~Hill'~ 1Jni~h
Aw.tiUary to Arka11868 Baptist State Convention
209 Radio Center Building, Little Rock
MRs. J. E. SnoRT
Presicknt

c.

H. RAY
ExecuUve Seortltary and Treasurer
MRS.

MISS MARGARET HUTCHISON

Young People's Seoretary
ALVIN HATTON
Royal Ambassador Secretary

Dr. Lawrence Appeals for Home Missions
By J. B. LAWRENCE
The Home Mission Board is
deeply indebted to Woman's Missionary Union for saving its mission work during the years of debt
and depression. We simply could
not have gone on without your
help.
We are coming to you now with
another crisis in our Home Mission work .
You have seen, I am sure, the
resolution passed by the Executive
Commitee of the Southern Baptist
Convention in which operating
budget of the Convention Program
for 1946 is pegged at $3,000,000.
The first $3,000,000 of Cooperative Program funds received by the
Executive Committee will be for
current work and will be distributed on the percentage basis now
in operation and all the rest of the
receipts from the Cooperative Program will be for capital needs and
will be distributed on the percentage fixed by the committee.
The Executive Committee is recommending for 1947 that the percentage of the Cooperative Program funds going to Home Mission
Board be cut from 23-1/3 percent
to 18 percent. This will result in a
loss of $104,000 to the Home Board
on the basis of $3,000,000 received
on the Cooperative Program, which
will mean a total reduction of the
Home Mission Board's budget for
1947 of $288,000 less than the budget in 1945, if the Board hopes to
stay out of debt. And most assuredly it does.
This tremendous reduction is the
Board;s 1·eceipts, coming all at once
and suddenly, wm materially affect its work. To slice practically
$300,000 o.f the work of the Board
in one year creates .a crisis in our
work. Unless Woman's Missionary
Union comes to our · relief in the
Annie Armstrong Offering by
raising over and above the offel'ing
of last year, a Sl.lfficient amount
to take care of the deficit created
by the action of the Executive
Committee, we will be forced to
drop a number of missionaries and
close mission fields.
We are depending on you in this
crisis. Do your best for the glory
of God and the program of His
Kingdom.

Requirements For Membership
In Royal Ambassadors
In the R. A. Manual it is im·
plied that a boy is a candidate for
membership until he passes the
rank of Page. In the new R,. A.

Manual that is to be published in
a few months it is to be made
clear that passing the rank of
Page is one of the requirements for
membership in a Royal Ambassador Chapter. That means that a
boy can be enrolled for some time
<and even hold an office in the
case of a · newly organized chapter> without being a full-fledged
member.
we- believe that passing the rank
of Page should be a requirement
for membership in a R. A. Chapter for the following reasons:
1. This will give a boy an incentive to get to work at once on
the ranking system.
2. A boy needs to know the fundamentals of R. A. work before
he is a member. He learns this
in the rank of Page.
3. Only a boy who understands
the meaning of the R. A. insignia should be entitled to wear
it. Therefore only a boy who has
passed the rank of Page is entitled to wear a Royal Ambassador Pin, Royal Ambassador TShirt, etc.
After a boy has passed the rank
of Page he is then entitled to receive the Royal Ambassador Initiation and to be recognized as a
full-fledged member. He wears the
plain arm band on the left arm to
indicate the rank.

No State Y. W. A. Banquet
Again This Year
Although we had thought last
fall that by April surely conditions
would be right for us to resume
the annual affair for Young Woman's Auxiliary members in connection with the Annual W. M. U.
Meeting and had announced that
we would have the State Y. W. A.
Banquet; after much consideration, thought, inquiry and planning, it seems far wiser not to try
to resume this affair. We regret
this more than we can say.

Baring Cross Church Finds
New Plan Most Workable
The Baring Cross W. M. U.,
North Little Rock, decided to try
the plan of all auxiliaries meeting
at the church at the same hour.
All five auxiliaries <not the two
Y. W. A. groups> meet at the
church right' after school every
Monday. Refreshments are served,
a general period all together for
singintt and announcements, then
the auxilaries retire to their respective rooms for their mission-

They Will All Get More Mon
By LAWSON H. COOKE
The objective for our southwide
Cooperative Program gifts this
year is six million dollars. Three
million of this amount is to be
used by the participating agencies
for their operating budgets; the
·other three million dollars is for
the capital needs of those agencies
having such needs.
The table below gives a ·compal·ison between the actual receipts
during 1945 and the receipts for
1946 if the six million dollar goal
is reached.

These figures refer only
designated distributable so~
funds and do not include a
cial offerings or designation
though the causes for whi
gifts are designated partie!~
the distribution of the Coopj
Program <undesignated> gif
The W. M. U. Training :
has been omitted from tt
because the school will not p
pate in the capital needs di!
tion. This also applies to
provided for before the perc1
distribution is made.

COOPERATIVE PROGRAM RECEIPTS ONLY
Receipts
1945

Foreign Mission Board _____ __$1,775,925.85
Home Mission Board _____ ____ 828,767.76
R.elief and Annuity Board____ 367,027.05
Southern Theo. Seminary___ _ 157,858.50
Southwestern Theo. Seminary 157,858.50
Baptist Bible Institute____ ___ 157,858.50
71,037.03
American Theo. Seminary____
a1:y programs. Following these
there is a period of directed recreation. The fourth such meeting
found 76 young!;lters present with
the number increasing each meeting. The counselors are highly
pleased with the plan.

Sympathy
Woman's Missionary Union extends lo-ving sympathy to Mrs.
Walter Jackson of Ft. Smith, pres~
ident of West Central District, in
the home-going of her mother,
Mrs. T. C. Moore of Subiaco, February 23. Mrs. Moore was 85 years
o-ld.
---•000---

Centenarian
By LOIS DORAN
Charleston's oldest citizen, and
probably the oldest citizen in
Franklin County, Joseph Asbury
Robertson, celebrated his 98th
birthday, at the home of his
daughter, Miss Mayme Robertson,
with whom he resides, February 17.
Born near Oxford, Miss., Mr.
Robertson, was married to Miss
Margaret Bearden and to them
was born three children. He moved
with his family from Mississippi
to Charleston in early manhood
and has resided there most of his
life, excepting six years when he

Operating
And Capital Needs
Receipts

Inc1

$2,580,000.00
1,004,001.84
385,201.84
572,665.44
572,665.44
522,665.44
95,200.00

$804,
175,
18,
414,
414,
364,
24,

1l

01

1946

1!

was engaged in merchantile
ness at Alma. He is a retired
er and still owns the family
and farm just west of Charle
Mr. Robertson has been a d
in the local Baptist churc
more than half a century, al
son, T. W. Robertson is also 1
con and the Sunday School l
intendent. He has been very
lar in attendance until ju:
cently.
At the .1945 Christmas pr~
given at the local Baptist cl
a "Candle of Service" was pr1
ed to the J. A. Robertson J
for their outstanding church
during recent years.
Mr. Robertson's only grat
Joe Chris Robertson, has re1
done a beautiful painting f<
church baptistry.
---0001--At its peak, the total N
strength of the Army sto1
695,264, the War Departme11
announced. This figure com:
8.67 per cent of the total
strength.

WJmr!)fitmitJ

Work of the Highest Q1
At Reasonable Prlo«
Write for Catalogue

BUDDE &WEIS MFG.

I

JA:CKSON, TENNESS

CENTRAL COLLEGE
CONWAY, ARKANSAS
Distinctively C h r i s t i a n-a
Junior College granting a college degree-Associate In Arts.
The only college In Arkansas
exclusively for girls. Fer mustrated folder, "The College for
the Girl Who Cares," write:
Ed. S. Preston, Pres., Box CE._
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Radio Center Building, . Little Rock
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District Training Union Conferences
· April 22-May 3, 1946
THE MEETING PLACES AND DATE.S

Pine Bluff-Monday, April 22_______ _____ ___Immanuel Baptist Church
McGehee- Tuesday, April 23_______________ ______First Baptist Church
ElDorado-Wednesday, April ~4- ___ __ _______ Immanuel BaptiSt Church
Hope-Thursday, April 2 5 ---------- ------- - - ~ -- --First Baptist Church
Arka?elphia-Friday, April 26__________ ___ __ __ ___First Baptist Church
Harnson-Monday, Apnl 29___ _______ __ __________ First Baptist ChUrch
Springdale-Tuesday, April 30 ______ _____ __ ____ ___First Baptist Church
Charleston-Wednesday, May L ____ ____ ______ ____ First.Baptist Church
Wynne-Thur~d ay , May 2 _________ __ __________ ___First Baptist Church
Paragould- Friday, May g_____ _____ _________ ______ First Baptist Church
A Program to Meet the Needs

The theme of the program is
"Enlisting. to Win .'' The afternoon
session deals with h ow to enlist the
members of our churches f or a
program of training in order that
they may find their place of service in the church . The night meeting deals with "Enriching the s unday Night Union Program." After
the people are r eached we must
then offer them something that
will enrich t h eir lives.
These District conferences will
be different. They will include
demonstrations, two panel discussions, one conference and four
messages.
Mrs. B. W. Nininger, State Music Director, will have charge of
the song service, and 'Will con duct
a conference for all church musicians, including choir directors,
song leaders a nd d epartment pianists.
'These meetings are f or all
Training Union members, all
churches musicians, all church
members, pastors, missionaries and
associational Training Union officers.
These are the only District
Training Union Conferences to be
held in Arkansas during the year
1946. There will be no registration
fee , but a freewill offering will be
taken at the meetings.

Plan Now For An All-Church
Training Union Study Course
For several years, the months of
March and September have been
designated as Southwide- Traming
Union Study Course months. A
number of churches in Arkansas
have indicated that they will conduct an all-church Training Union
study course during March of this
year. Some of the things you will
want to do in making plans for
your church-wide Training Union
study course are1. Decide on the theme for the
week and then carefully select
your teachers and textbooks. Consider the courses that have already
been taught, and the needs of your
church members. Order your books
well in advance. These should be
ordered from your Baptist Book
Store.

2. Advertise the campaign. See
that everyone has the correct information as to date, time, books
to be taught, and teachers. This
may be done through attractive
posters, the weekly church bulletin
good announcements in the Sun~
day school departments, Sunday
school classes, general assembly of
your Training Union, and the various union groups.
3'. Plan an attractive progt·ampray and work to enlist every
Training Union member.

IMPORTANT 1946 EVENTS
March 10-16-Statewide Sunday School Workers Clinic.
April 21 -May 3- Ten Training Union Conferences.
June 9-14- Statewide Music Leadership School.
June- Statewide Youth Choir Festival.
June 2- 11- Arkansas Baptist State ·Assembly, Siloam Springs.
September 16-27-Eight District Sunday School Conferences.
October 25- Statewide Associational Training Unio~ Officers conference.
October 20- 26-Statewide Training Union Clinic, Little Rock.
Decembe.r 6- Southwide Simultaneous Associational Training Union
Rallles.
December 17- Statewide Associational Sunday School Officers Conference.

Springdale Music
Week Successful
By C. E. WILBANKS
Pastor, Springdale

First Church, Springdale, has
just conducted her first school of
church music. Mrs. B. w. Nininger, state director of church
music, conducted the school. She
is peliectly at home in the great
field of sacred music to which
she has dedicated her life. In the
Sunday night meeting she won her
way to the hearts of all our people.
She directed the congregation
through an hour of worship in
song. More than sixty people were
in the school Monday night.
It is inconceivable that so much
instruction and inspiration could
have been delivered by any one
person in five nights. Practical
help was given to accompanists.
Everybody
learned
something
about conducting singing. The
matter of interpreting the messages of the great hymns and gospel songs received major emphasis.
Instruction was given in how to organize a choir. A splendid youth
choir was organized with Mrs. Anna Lea Petty as director.
Thechurch expresses profound
gxatitude and appreciation to Mrs.
Nininger. We express appreciation
to the State Convention for making her services possible to us
and to the churches of the state.
We can not too strongly recommend Mrs. Nininger to the
churches, or urge them to avail
themselves of her services. We
thank God for the blessings of
the week of her ministry with us.
------000------

0wensville Church
In Ambitious Program
By MRS. GUY COOK

Owensville Church, Central Association, is under the leadership
of Rev. Ernest Mosley, student of
Ouachita College, and is mindful
of its duties to ' the Lord and is
striving in His service.
Some of the progress shown in
the past year includes two revivals,
three new members by letter and
nine by baptism, organization of a
Training Union, twenty per cent
increase in gifts to Cooperative
Program, and increase in Sunday
School attendance from an average of 25 to that of 45.
The church now has a resident
membership of 75. The Arkansas
Baptist paper goes into every home
paid for through the budget.
Revival services will begin June
9 with 0 . C. Robinson, Jr., of Midway Baptist Church, Fort Worth,

HEADQUARTERS

for RELIGIOUS SUPPLIES

CHOIR GOWNS • VESTMENTS
PULPIT ROB£5 • HANGINGS
STOLES•EMBROIDERIES• Etc.
CATALOG ON REQUEST

atlA"~l61URCH
+
VUA

GOODS
SUPPlY CO'MP.AIIY

Tex., in charge. This will be BJ
Robinson's third consecutive r
vival conducted for this chur'
and his calling is an acknowled
ment that his good work has be'
felt and remembered by the chur'
and· the community.
Singing during the revival w
be led by Pastor Mosley and Vac
tion Bible School will be held wh:
the revival is in progress.
This "Friendly Church With 0
Time Religion" acknowledges aJ
is thankful for the many blessin
showered upon it by the Lord a1
is careful of any feeling of boa8
fulness of what it is doing for tl
Lord.
While there has not been a Iar
program mapped out, careful a
tention to what is s o m e t i m 1
thought of as smaller matters h
kept the members reminded of t
fact that they must be about th1
Father's business.
------000------

Boy Buys Bible His
Daddy Helped Wri

my Religious News Service )
When a Sunday School teac:t:
in Oberlin, Ohio Methodist Chur
a few years ago asked a small b
to bring a Bible to the class she 1
ceived the surprise of her life
the lad's reply.
.He sai~: "NO, I will not buy
B1ble until my daddy writes one.'
The former Sunday School pu
-now a junior in Oberlin Hi
School - saw his words litera
come true in the appearance of t
new revised standard version
the New Testament, now on s1
throughout the country.
For his daddy was one of t
group of noted American Bil
scholars who completed a revisl
of the New Testament after ye1
of research.
He is Dr. Clarence Tucker Crs
professor of New Testament 1~
guages and literature in the Gr~
uate .School of Theology in Obe ·
College. And the boy is his s
Peter, now sixteen.

SOUVE N~ R

BUTTON

r OR THE

SUNDAYSCHOOL

No. 833
WelcL. .e.
Mother's Day (red carnatio
Mo~her 's D ay (white car
tton).
No . 20. Rally Day.
No. 831. Birthday.
No.
2. Birthday.
No. 838. Christmas.
No . 839. D. V. D. S.
N6. 835. Easter.
Attractive d.esigns in color. Order
number and tttle. 25c a dozen· $2.00
hundred.
'
No. 833.
No. 836.
No. 837.

Free catalog of Church and Sund

School requisites on request.
Order Form Your Dealer, or

WM. H . DIETZ, Inc.
10 S. Wabash Ave., Dept. 84, Chicago
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C. M. Renno Is Welcomed to Arkansas
As Centennial Association
By 0. AFTON LINGER
Blytheville
In Matthew 25:31-46 we have a
record of some proceedings which
will take place "When the Son of
man shall come in His glory."
Among the various reasons why he
set the sheep on His right hand
and told them to "Come, ye blessed
of my Father, inherit the kingdom
prepared for you from the foundation of the world" is this one: "I
was a stranger, and ye took me in"
<v. 35- c).
Recently I returned from the
Naval Chaplaincy to Blytheville,
Ark. I came here because o u r
daughter teaches in the schools
here, and she and my wife have an
apartment here. If ever anyone
was a stranger, I was one here. It
was not convenient for us to visit
the First Baptist Church, Corbin,
Ky., which we had left when I
went into the chaplaincy, so it
seemed that there was nothing to
do but "sweat it out," as they say
in the service, until the Lord could
open a way for me a church.
Having left a wide-awake church
with a heavy program of work, and
having had quite a busy time of it
in the Navy chaplaincy, it seemed
that the bottom had suddenly fallen out of the world when I returned home here in Blytheville
without a work or a church or, apparently, a home-church to which
to go.
But I was mistaken! There is a
wide-awake,
spiritually-minded
pastor (Rev. E. C. Brown) here in
the First Baptist Church. On the
first Sunday in town my family
and I went to church. We were
delighted to hear two thought-provoking, spiritually- edifying sermons at the two services. The pastor met me (my wife and daughter
are members of this church) and
we arranged for a meeting later in
the week in his study.
"I was a stranger," I said, but
not for long! At the very first
meeting the pastor greeted me,
along with other returned service
men. He literally became my pastor! Then, after a visit with him
later in the week in his study, I
began to realize that, even though
my membership was in the church
I had left about two years ago,
here I had a church home! Here
was a man of like precious faith
who seemed to sense the feeling of
"lostness" and lack of status on my
part and created such a warmth of
genuine Christian fellow.ship and
welcome that it marked itself indelibly .u pon my soul.
Briefly, let me recount what
happened. He graciously insisted
upon my preaching at the morning service on the next Sunday;
took me with him the following
week where my hungry soul was
filled with good things as I listened
to the great messages which were
given in the monthly meeting of
the Mississippi County Association
at Osceola; in short, this pastor

made me feel that I was one of the
number.
What other pastors and churches
are doing to make the returned
service people feel at home and get
back into their places, I do not
know. One thing I do know- the
pastor and people of the First
Baptist Church at Blytheville, are
doing more than ranting and wishful thinking. They are gt·eeting
the returning service personnel
from Sunday to Sunday, and then
putting the propositiqn of Christian service up to them immediately.
On Thursday evening, January
17, a banquet was held in honor
of all returned service personnel
(of the church) and their families.
That service was a dignified and
worthy one. There was fun, fellowship, and a hearty good time;
but it was a "Church service" and
distinctly so. T h i s service was
sponsored by the Brotherhood, but
each department of the church was
represented with a very brief talk
and the pastor concluded the talks.
There is one purpose in writing
this story- that is, that o t h e r
churches may be influenced to follow the example of this good pastor and church in harnessing its
returned members, if they are not
already putting on a definite program along the same line.
The men and women from our
churches have had a pretty rough
time of it in the service. If they
are ever to be enlisted for the Master's work in His churches, the
time to do it is now. Men and
women who have studied and labored to master specialties in the
service can be depended upon to
make ·better laborers in the Lord's
work -if they are properly enlisted
and trained.
"I was a stranger" for a few
minutes and then I became a
brother beloved by a great-spirited
pastor and fiis church. There are
many men and women who have
lived for months in the low-planed
moral atmosphere of military service who will feel like "strangers"
in their own churches when they
return.
Oh, that our Baptist churches
throughout the land may have the
good sense and spiritual acumen
and the patience to gather these
men and ·women back into the
folds of their respective churches
and set them to work for the Master! If this shall be done we shall
help to bring to pass that "new
heaven and new earth wherein
dwelleth righteousness" and avert
another wot·ld war.
- - -'0001- - -

He that hath Christ for his King
and God, let him be assured that
he hath the devil for his enemy,
who will work him much sorrow
and will plague him all the days
- Martin Luther.
of his life.

C. Marshall Renno, until recently pastor of Glen Echo Church in
St. Louis, Mo., is missionary for the
Centennial Baptist Association
which was organized last October.
Churches now in the association
are Almyra, DeWitt, Stuttgart,
Hagler, Tichnor, and Humphrey.
These six churches, all in Arkansas
County, were until last October a
part of Harmony Association. Other churches are expected to affiliate and there will likely be several
new churches constituted under
Missionary Renno's leadership.
Missionary Renno is living in
DeWitt in a r esidence purchased
by the association as a home for
its missionary.
Bro. Renno attended Southwest
Baptist College, Bolivar, Mo ., and
Missouri Valley College, Marshall,
.Mo., and received his degree in
theology at Baptist Bible Institute,
New Orleans. He has had a wide
experience in pastoral work, in
Missouri, Mississippi, and Louisiana.

Missionary Renno

Hotel Reservations May Be Made Now
Southern Baptist Convention in Mian

The Reservations Committee for Southern Baptist Convention E
tertainment at Miami, Fla., May 15-19, submits this list of hotels
the Miami area that will be convenient to the meetings of the conve
tion. This is only a partial list and others will be given later.
Hotel, AddreSs
Single
ESCHANGE, 141 N. E . 3rd Ave ....---··- 3.00
SAN CARLOS, 204 N. E. First St.___________
None
BRISTOL, 246 N. E. First St. __________________ ___ $1.50-2.00
PONCE DeLEON, 231 E. Flagler SL-------------$3.50-$5.00
COOLIDGE, 406 N. E. 2nd Ave, _____________ $2.50-3.0U
ESMERALDA, 444 Biscayne Blvd,_____
4.00
$4.00
THERESE, 237 N. E. 3rd St._______
PARK, 243 N. E. 5th St. <without bath)
LIBERTY, 259 N. E. 4th St.
$7.00
METROPOLITAN, 213 N. E. 2nd Ave. <without bath)
SENATE, 139 N. E. 2nd St. _ _ _ _ _
2.00
None
BRADFORD, 250 N. E. Fir&t St,____ __
3.00
CLYDE COURT, 68 S. E. 2nd St.___________
PARK PLAZA, 300 S. E; 1st St·- - - - -$3.50·$4-5.00
TA-MIAMI, 203 West Flagler St. _________ $2.50-3.00
EL COMODORO, 33' S. W. 2nd Ave, _ _ _ $4.00-6.00
ALHAMBRA, 119 s. E. 2nd St.__
a few
3.50
AMERICA, 273 N. E. 2nd St.
4.00
BELFORT, 252 N. E. 2nd St.
2.00 (Up)
PORD, 60' N. E. 3rd St.__
PRANCES, 19 N. E. 3rd St.________
2.50

GRALYN, 134 S. E. 1st Ave. ________ _
<Without bath appr oximately $1. less>
HERMITAGE, 420 N. E. 1st Ave,___________ _
MIAMI RITZ, 132 East. Flagler St. ________ _
PAN AMERICAN, 22 N. E . 2nd Ave, _______ _
PARAMOUNT, 259 East Flagler St.________ _
PATRICIA, 312 S. E. 2nd Ave._______________ _
PLAZA, 316 Biscayne Blvd._____________ __
POINSETTA, 117 N. E. 2nd St ~---------
ROBERTS, 28 West Flagler St.
STRAND, 226 N. E. 2nd St.________ _
TUTI'LE, 114 S. E. 4th St. _ _ _ _ _

5.00

no.I

4
4
4
$5.00-$10
$4.00-5
5
4
3
9

3

$3:00·4

-4

5
$6-$7-8
$4.50-8
$8.00-8
.
5
8

8

U0-$6-6
3
Triple $4

6

$3.50-4
$3-5.00
$5-$6-7
3'.00
$5-6
$7-8
6.00
$3-5.00
$5-7
None
$6-10
$2-3'.00
$3-5
e
None
None
e
None
7
<Suites for 2 or 3 $
<Suites for four $

Reservations should be made by writing the Reservations Commit
chairman, Rev. Harold A. Davidson, Flagler Street Baptist Church, 31
west Flagler street, Miami, 35, Pia.
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These. Chaplains Are

ARKANSAS STUDENTS AT SOUTHERN SEMINARY

CIVILIANS AGAIN
The following chaplains have
been discharged from m i I i t a r y
service and are available for pastorates, according to the Department of Camp Work of the Southern Baptist Home Mission Board.
Complete information may be obtained from the paper office :
Cort R .Flint, Elk City, Okla.
Malcolm M. Haygood, 118 Clifford St., San Antonio, Tex.
William F. Willingham, 401 No.
Church St., Dublin, Ga.
Harold E. Hall, 314 No. Indianola St., Pryor, Okla.
George R. Abernathy, Rt. 1, LaCenter, Ky.
Robert L. Costner, Apex, N.C.
John R. Canning, Bogard, Mo.
Ernest Dell Bateman, Box 3205,
Istrouma Branch, Baton Rouge,
La.
Jack R. DeVore, Pinckneyville,
Ill.

Fred H. Farris, 1824 E. Broadway, Sedalia, Mo.
Nelson J. Engelbrecht, Kaytesville, Mo.
Robert 0. Fitts
James R. Shuman, 3430 Wilmot
Ave., Columbia 34, S. C.
Herman L. Driskell, 3911 Spurgeon Drive, Monroe, La.
Albert W. Coates, 1 C Auburn
Court, Alexandria, Va.
Ellis B. Evans, Ingleside Baptist
Church, Shreveport, La.
William H. Ball, 2450 Pine St.,
Abilene, Tex.
Kenneth B. Combs, 201 Main St.,
Van Lear, Ky.
Ralph Christian Crosby, 4
Hughes St., Rome, Ga.
Robert E. Alston, 4106 Michigan
Drive, Louisville 12, Ky.
Theron L. Alexander, Brighton,
Tenn.
John B. Abbott, Grandfalls, Tex.
Grady D. Feagan, Box 123, Ojus,
Fla.
Joshua G. Dandignac, 1817
Orange St., Abilene, Tex.
Wm. R. Lawrence, Box 846, Borger, Tex.
Ralph E. Perkins, 774 Ross Ave.,
Abilene, Tex.
Lawrence Dickson, Jr., 601 James
St., Waco, Tex.
Charles R. Barrick, 113 E. Center
St., Tucumcari, N. M.
William Lee Bolton, Box 655, Hot
Springs, N. M.
William E. Crawford, Bellmead,
Tex.
Marion H. Fields, Tioga, La.
Harvey C. Lanning, 412 W. 7th
Ave., Lexington, N. C.
George W. Tidwell, 7900 Third
Ave. So., Birmingham, Ala.
Holman L. Ferguson, Swifton,
Ark.
Daniel B. Weaver, 1922 Spurgeon
St., Fort Worth, ·Tex.
Jack P. Dalton, Avon Park, Fla.,
P. 0. Box 182.
James R. Barnett, 2411 Cypress
St., Columbia, s. c.
John W. Grube, Box 226, McClellan Field, Calif.
Herschel A 11 en, Strawberry
Plains, Tex.

Arkansas students attending Southern Baptist
Seminary, Louisville, include:
Front row, left to right: Mrs. Frank Pitts, Harrisburg; Mrs. Andy Hall and daughter, Little
Rock; Miss Jean Prince, Camden; Mrs. T. N.
Shaddox, Harrison; Mrs. Edmond Walker, Viola;
Mrs. William Montgomery, Donaldson; Mrs. ·Lehman Webb, Tuckerman; and Mr. and Mrs. Tom- .
my Halsell, Little Rock.
Second row: Frank Pitts and son, Miss Martha Knox, Warren; T. N. Shaddox; Edmond
Walker; William Montgomery; Garland Allen,
,Tuckerman; Lehman Webb; Leland Hall, Little
Rock; and Glenn C. Womack, Almond.
Third row: Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L. Holloway,
Jr., Arkadelphia; Thomas Lindley, Pine Bluff;
R u f u s Higginbotham, Fort
Gaines, Ga.
Adolph Lee Greenwalt, 326 So.
Eden, Shawnee, Okla.
George W. Gray, 503 E. Florence Street, Windsor, Mo.
Wilbur Christian Horldt, 1110
No. Woodrow St., Columbia 35,

s. c.

Ralph L. Cannon, Rt. No. 2, Zebulon, N.C.
Robert L. Allen, Newton, Miss.
Harry V. Smith, Forsythe, Ga.
Homer J. Fussell, Talbotten, Ga.
Harold F. Ott, Eldon, Mo.
Harold B. Kuhnle, 1740 Harold
Ave., Louisville, Ky.
William L. Ball, Jr., Greenville,

s. c.

Henry J. Davis, 412 Whiting
Ave., Montgomery 7, Ala.
Richard H. Allmon, 613 Tremont St., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Samuel G. Lovell, Jr.
---0001---

"Are rosy cheeks a sign of good
health?"
"I should say they are."
"Well, I saw a girl the other day
who was a lot healthier on one side
than the other."

Dale Taylor, Arkadelphia; Erwin L. J.vJ.c;u•llni:~.J.Q
Russellville; John S. Ashcraft, Pine Bluff;
wood W. Deere, Malvern; David 0. Moore, Tex·
arkana; Alfred Vansant, Jacksonville.
Back row: Miss Irene Branum, Arkadelphia;
.Mr. and Mrs. John Parrott, Tuckerman; Fraru
Norfleet, DesArc; D. Wade Armstrong, Murfrees·
boro; John Ed Steely, Mountain View; Weldor
Marcum, Jonesboro; Edmund C. Tull, Jonesboro;
and Carl Overton, Arkadelphia.
Absent when the picture was made were: Mr
and Mrs. C. D. Sallee, Jr., Urbana; Mr. and Mrs
Barney R. Freasier, Siloam Springs; Millard Ros:
Cherry, Arkadelphia; Mr. and Mrs. Carl F. New·
land, Arkadelphia; Mr. and Mrs. J .. Ray Dobbins
Mountain View; and Vaughn Tollett, Nashville.

Scientists, Churchmen Join to Foster
Non-Military Use of Atomic Ener~

<By Religious News Service)
the man of the street, the rea
Science and religion have joined that both science and religion rr
forces in Chicago in an attempt to unite or the world will destroy
foster proper use of atomic energy. self," he explained.
The Midwest Conference of
Dr. Charles W. Gilkey, Bap
Atomic Scientists and Religious minister and dean of the Roc
Leaders, an alliance of Protestant, feller Memorial Chapel of the t
Catholic, and Jewish leaders and versity of Chicago, told the ass~
atomic scientists of the University bly that "we are not assuming t
of Chicago, has sent to President all agree on everything but
Truman and Congress telegrams have found a surprising meaf
urging support of the McMahon of common ground. It was the
Bill, S-1717.
tent and depth of this convic1
The McMahon Bill advocates which brought us together."
placing of control and development
Dr. Francis C. McMahon, pro
of atomic energy in the hands of nent Catholic layman and m•
civilians and is opposed to Johnson ber of the philosophy departrr
Bill, S-1824, which places control -at the university, lauded the
with the Army~
entists for demonstrating "t
"This is the first time in history they have a definite social c
that science and religion h a v e science which religion must :
joined forces for a common end," ognize."
Rabbi Raiph Simon, a member of
Rabbi Jacob J. Weinstein
the committee, said at the meeting Washington lauded the scien1
at which the clergymen and scient- for sounding "the same wan
ists decided to take action.
against doom that religious l
"Here we have the first evidence throughout the ages have sou
that brings to the common man, ed."

AltlfANMf BA

Visiting Chaplain
Tells of Progress at
Central, Hot Springs
By ROGER A. BUTLER, Chaplain
It is always a joy and a blessing
to visit with progressive New Testament churches. Such .a joy has
been ours during the weeks of enforced sojourning in Hot Springs.
We have enjoyed visiting in all of
the churches.
It has been especially convenient for us to visit most consistently with the Central Church,
Clyde Hart, pastor. It has been a
privilege to witness the splendid
work and to feel the pulse of the
fine spirit which prevails. The
pastor worthly challenges his people, and his people yield a worthy
response. Here is a church meeting
issues and solving problems progressively. Sunday, Feb. 10, we
witnessed a glorious demonstration of the devotion and work of
this fine church.
A long standing obligation, over
which there had been misunderstanding in settlement, was due. It
had come into the hands of unbelieving folk, apparently. The
people, informed of . the need,
quitely brought in $4,389.29 in cash
and $959.50 in pledges. The need
was more than met. No high pressure, only the faithful response of
informed people. We noted that
the regular offerings of the church
did not suffer that way with the
meeting of the special need.
At the close of the service, in
the quite but evident jubilation of
victory, the chairman of the Board
of Deacons took charge. He reminded us that it was Pastor
Hart's first anniversary with the
church. On behalf of the . Board
he presented the pastor with a
splendid Lord Elgin watch as a
token of love and esteem. Deacon
Brooks represents a deaconship in
the church unitedly in step with
the pastor and heartily backing
him up in the work by taking
places of leadership as necessity
requires.
Sunday morning services are
regularly broadcast over Station
KTHS, 11 to 12 o'clock. Increasing attendance prevails in .a ll services. A beautifully warm fellowship and a zeal in service grows
in the church. The Arkansas Baptist is in the church budget. Every
phase and department of work in
Baptist churches is organized and
effective.
During Pastor Hart's first year
with this church the people have
devoted $35,159.39 to the Lord. Received by letter, 61. While 27 have
come by baptism.
Surely, we can all rejoice with
this noble pastor and progressive
people in victories won and in the
high hopes of the days ahead.
- - -0001- - -

Illegitimate births totaled 87,001
in the United States in 1944, a 5.3
per cent gain over 1943.
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THAT THE PUBLIC WILL LONG IGNORE THIS-

Church
Addns.
Alma, First ............. ·-·---·-· ....
Atkins, First ........................
Benton, First ........ -......... 3
Camden, First ......................
Conway, First --·--..............
Crossett, Mt. Olive____ ........
Dyess, Central ..................... .
El Dorado, First ............. 4
Fort Smith Churches :
First ------·--·---------·------ 5
Including Mission ....... .
Immanuel , ..................... 4
Gentry ........... -................... 4
Hamburg, First ................ 1
Harrison, First ....................
Hope, First ........... _____ .. __ ....
Including Mission ........
Hot Springs Churches:
Central ................................
Park Place ..... - ............. .
Second ---·------·--·---·-· 2
Including Mission ........
Hoxie .................................. 1
Ja.cksonvllle ................. ___ 11
Little Rock Churcltes:
Bethel ................... -........ 3

~~~s~ar~ ..::=::::=:::::::::=::::::: is

~~~a~~~f ..::::::::::=::::::::

:i2

Life Line .............. _........ 1
Nail's Memorial ..............
Reynolds Memorial ... ..
South Highland ________ 1
Tabernacle __ ..___ .. ...... 4
Zion Hill .................... _ ....
Magnolia, First ................ 1
Malvern, First ......... ----· 3
Marmaduke, First .......... _

LIQ.UO"R.
'Rf.VftiU£-

LIQUO'R
COSTS-

$a BILLIONS

I f~&IUJONS
At-lfRICAI'I BU.5lNI:5S MEN'S RtHARCii

Family Worship
"When I was a chaplain in an
Araknsas penitentiary," says Mr.
Hogg, "out of seventeen hundred
convicts, I found only one who had
been brought up in a home where
they had an old-fashioned family
altar. I heard since that- he was
pardoned as he was found innocent
of the crime with which he was
charged. There is an atmosphere
in the Christian home which makes
it impossible for skepticism or
atheism to live .there. May God
give us back the old-fashioned
family altar, and the old-fashioned
Bible, and old-fashioned parents!·
Then the Holy Spirit will c o m e
down as the glory cloud came down
on the Tabernacle."
-Watchman-Examiner.
000

1
- - -

1
- - -

The Baptists of New Mexico
have more than doubled their
membership since 1937: They have
increased their giving through the

fOUNPATION ·CHJCA60

Ha. /OJ()

cooperative Program of the Southern Convention more than 600 per
cent.
------000~---

J apanese Christians

Dr. Walter W. Van Kirk, who
visited Japan wtih the distinguished Protestant delegation last fall,
says: "In Japan there are some
400,000 Christians out of a population of nearly eighty million. During the war and long before, this
colony of Christian believers was
surrounded on all sides by the military pollee, who sought to lay
traps for the confusion and ultimate undoing of these Christians.
Hundreds of their churches have
been destroyed, their congregations
dispersed, their hymn books .and
Bibles burned; yet, here they are,
eager and ready to help lay the
foundations and build a new Japan
-a Christian Japan."

s.s.

138
123
501
423
422
125
103
724
849
902
624
213
253
340
422
442
350
507
515
620
138
148
83
135
1259
68
1238
93
38

:~~;;_~rfolrst·~::::=::::::::~·-::::: ·4
Monticello, First ............ 2
Norphlet. First ....................
N. Little Rock Churches:
Baring Cross ..... --...... ..
Including Mission .__ _
First .................................. 2
Pike Avenue .. ............... 8
Ozark -----·---------------.. ·-·--- -Paris, First ........................ ...
Pine Bluff Churches:
First -·----- ... ................... 3
Matthews Memorial
2
Second · --·-----------------· ....
Including Mission ....
South Side .... ·-----... 3
Including Mission ...
Plainview ............. -........... ...
Siloam Springs ---·-------·- ·--·
Springdale, First ............ ·--·
IncludinG! Mission ...... ..
Stuttgart, First ............. .
Tuckerman, First .......... 3
Waldron, First -·------·--- 1
Warren, First .......................

177

285
399
114
321
300
89
106
253
235
226
619
654
517
142
190
370
700
105
226
240
442
490

101
202

364
413
289
102
202
412

------0001------

Rev. W. R. White, pastor of 1
First Church, Austin, Tex., l
had the joy during the past Y«
of receiving 506 new members,
whom 116 came by baptism. M1
than $90,000 was given by 1
church for all causes.
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CAFETERIA

WM. T. STOVER CO.
Trwse.

Inmible Elastic Stocking•
Expertly Fitted
Subjoot to Your Doctor's Approval

Keleket X-Ray Equipment

"Quality Food

and Supplies

Popular Prices"

'116 MaiD St.

Little Boek, 4rk.
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ft-Recurring Apostasy of
Israel Brought Retribution
By R. PAUL CAUDILL
Sunday School Lesson
The theme of this lesson is as
dern in its application as if the
For March 3
ents were of yesterday. What
Judges 2:7-11. 16-23
el experienced has been true of
tion after nation in the course
world history.
Just as the people of Israel, fellowship with God, men who
thout God, lapsed into a state of would die rather than sacrifice
rchy which was accompanied principle or break with divine purhumiliation at the hands of her pose.
emies, with deliverance coming A Long-Suffering God
y after repentance, even so toThe period of the Judges brings
Y no nation can hope to enjoy
e blessings of God while it count- out, as does no other epoch ·of Isances evil that destroys the best rael's history, the long-suffering
character of Jehovah God. Only
the lives of its citizens.
a God of infinite mercy and pae Influence of Godly Leaders
tient love could have responded to
"And the people served Jehovah oft-sinning, Israel as he did.
the days of Joshua, and all the
"And Jehovah raised up judges,
ys of the elders that outlived who saved them out of the hand
ua, who had seen all the great of those that despoiled them" <v.
rk of Jehovah that he had 16 ASV>. Such was the picture
ought for Israel" <v. 7 ASV). over and again as wayWard Israel
e connot read these words with- turned to the saving arms of her
L realizing afresh the influence
God for deliverance.
Godly leaders on the life of a
Throughout Israel's long history,
tion. Here we see the witness of from Abraham to Malachi, the picsingle man making its imprint ture is the same: Israel sinning,
n the life of a nation for a God forgiving. Wherever Israel
ole generation and beyond.
turned in her nights of folly, she
Joshua was one of the two spies could not escape the consciousness
o brought back a favorable re- of a loving God ever wooing · her
rt after the survey of Canaan. back to paths of purity and devoe and Caleb alone had the faith tion. It was this constraining powd the courage to insist that the er, these arms of love which conomised Land be taken in ac- stantly tugged at the heartstrings
rdance with the will of God. The of wayward Israel, that enabled
n other spies who beheld the her to come to herself and return
·ghtful sons of Anak discouraged unto the ways of truth.
y attempt on the part of Israel Moral Tw·ncoats
journey into Canaan.
It is a sad day in the life of an
Joshua maintained.. this same individual when he becomes fickle
rt of faith and courageous vi- in character-morally unstablen throughout his ministry. The and yet this is what happened in
tie pf Moses had fallen upon the life of Israel during the period
aid shoulders. Joshua's ·presence of the judges.
• the helm of national affairs
After the death of godly Joshua
a sufficient dynamic, through there was an era of backsliding by
e indwelling spirit of Jehovah a season of repentance and still
, to mold the life of his people more backslidings. The moral and
d keep them in paths of righte- spiritual course of Israel during
this era of her national history
sness.
They dared not depart from the reminds one of an alcoholic seekys of God so long as he stood ing to pa1t company with the
ore them as leader. So forcefully whiskey bottle. He will stay off of
d Joshua interpreted for them it for a day or for a week and then
e will of God and so powerfully suddenly, to the consternation of
d he demonstrated that will in all, he walks right back into the
own life that the people them- old groove of transgression.
So it was with Israel: God would
lves caught step, and the whole
nor of their activity bore his im- reach down and, th:J;"ough the arms
of his chosen leaders, pull her out
. t.
The people of a nation, for the of the mire of sin and see her feet
ost part, merely need to be led. planted on dry ground. Come a few
ey are going to be led, the most years and we find the nation walthem, for they are incapable of lowing_ in shame-the same mire
alking alone. Comparatively few from which she had been delivered
them think for themselves. They a short time before.
Nothing is more to be desired on
now the beaten track of conntion. They ride the moss-cover- the part of Christians than conback of tradition. They move sistency. Only by constancy of puron sinister pricks of mob psy- pose ,and unswerving devotion to
duty can foundations be laid for
ology.
Our need today is for men of enduring national life.
ate who are of the caliber of Retribution
The oft-recurring apostasy of
shua, men whose opinions and
1lls are the inflexible result of the Children of Israel finally un-

loosed the floodgates ot l'etrlbution. The backwash of their continued wrongdoings was felt eventually in all of its painful wrath.
"And the anger of Jehovah was
kindled against Israfll; and he said,
Because this nation have transgressed my convenant which I
commanded their fathers, and
have not hearkened unto my voice;
I also will not henceforth drive
out any from before them of the
nations that Joshua left when he
died; that by them I may prove
Israel, whether they will keep the
way of Jehovah to walk therein,
as their fathers did keep it, or not."
Be sure your sins will find you
out is a timeless admontion to be
heeded by all nations. "Be not
deceived; God is not mocked: for
whatsoever a man soweth, that
shall he also reap. But he that
soweth unto his flesh shall of the
flesh reap couuption; but he that
soweth unto the spirit shall of the
spirit reap eternal life" <Gal.
6:7-8).
---1000---

Heavenly Riches
Some time ago the papers carried the story of a man who had
been brought to the gutter through
strong drink. One night, in a
tramp's mission, he was converted.
He went forth with the joy of the
Lord in his heart, and the hope of
heaven in his soul. The next morning he boarded a car. When the

conducter came \o him, he noticed
his shabby clothes, but he saw a
strange light in his face. He said
to him; "Why, man, you look as
if someone had died and left you
a fmtune." "You are right," came
the quick reply, "Jesus Christ has
died for me, and has given me his
riches in glory."

Available N owl

STEEL
FOLDING CHAIRS
FOR SCHOOLS AND CHURCHES,
COMMUNITY BALLS, ETC.
• Comfortable 5/16"
Plywood Seat.
• BonderizedRust-Resistant.
• Two Coats Taupe
Enamel Baked On.
• Made by
American Seating Co.
We can supply this all-purpoee chair
In reasonable quantities. · Sample on
display. Get your order In for quick
delivery.

PARKIN
PRINTING & STATIONERY 00.
215 Main St.

Little Rock, Arkansas
Phone 4-2304

nspiration ·Information
Along with your regular literature order
include the following:

OPEN
WINDOWS .

Bible readings with words of inepira·
tion and encouragement make Open
Windows a welcome addition to the
family devotion circle. Churches can
etimulate interest in the family altar by placing
one of these ninety-six page pocket-sized devo·
tional monthlies in each home. Five cents per
copy when ordered with your Sunday school lit·
ernture. Individual subscriptions, ten cents per
eopy.

QUARTERLY
REVIEW-

Up-to·the·minute information on Bapti!>t
mission agencies at home and abroad
places the Quarterly Review on the
"must" list for alert pastors and other Christian
leaders. Brief surveys are given of Baptist progress in each state and of interesting personalitjes.
The Quarterly Review should be in the hands of
each pastor and church officer, This periodical
is also on regular Sunday School Board ord~Yr
blank. Twenty-five cents p!Yr copy.

Send All Orden /or Literaeure to the

Baptist Sunday School Board
U1 Nlnah

,4.,,,,.,_,

North

~xecuti~e

a,lll't/ STATE CONVENTION
B. L. Bridges, General Secretary, 200 . Radio Center, Llttk Rock, Ark.

Doctrinal Preaching
Thank you Brethren, for your many replies
to the article of doctrinal preaching. We have
not had so many replies and commendations
on an article, not even the one we had in the
Gazette on Russia, as we have had with reference to our article on doctrinal preaching.
Some of the replies have been from preachers,
and some from laymen. Some preachers say
they have set new resolutions; laymen have
taken courage to pour out their heartaches
revealing a good heart hunger for the doctrines of the Bible.
Once upon a time I heard a brother· say,
"What a pity that our pastor preached a doctrinal sermon today when we had visitors."
Our idea is that it is a pity that visitors can
come to one of our churches and not hear
any part of the Bible preached which enunciates a distinctive principle of Baptists.
The writer preached a doctrinal sermon one
Sunday night, and as the crowd was leaving
a Campbellite asked for a conference with
him. It was granted for the following afternoon. To our surprise this C.ampbellite confessed that the sermon the night before set
!c.:-th some things that were interesting, and
added, ·"! would like to be a member of your
church if l cv:.!.ld believe what you preach."
We took our Bibles !iii~ went through the New
Testament on the things tiu:l.: ')1fl Campbellite
"could not believe." After two hours of :--raverful study of the word the Campbellite said;·,
"I want you to baptise me, I have been converted." The baptising occurred on the following Wednesday night.
It was not a pity that the pastor preached
a doctrinal sermon when we had visitors.
There are many Bible truths which the people
will not hear if Baptist preachers do not
preach on doctrines. Not all Bible truths satisfy itching ears, but we are warned that in the
latter days they shall heap to themselves
teachers having itching ears and they shall
turn away ears from the truth; and that the

"time will come when they will not endure
sound doctrine."
We know of course as well as anyone that
our distinctive doctrines are not all that is to
be preached, neither are the bones all there is
to the human body. But, wouldn't the body be
useless without bones, and how much can we
talk of loving Jesus when we do not emphasize
the straight forward teaching of Him and His
forerunner?
"Why call you Me, 'Lord, Lord,' and do not
the things that I say?"
We mentioned a few subjects that entail
doctrines, in our article two weeks ag,o, but
there are many subjects that we did not mention that we Baptists should preach on over
and over again.

Dr. Whitington Goes With
Ouachita
We have upon our desk a letter of resignation from Dr. Otto Whitington,- Superintendent of Rural Missions. He has decided to become Financial Secretary for Ouachita College, beginning March 15. We had understood
that this matter was settled · sometime ago,
but the ouachita Board made another offer
to Dr. Whitington and insisted that he accept,
which he has done.
The force at the Baptist missio,n rooms, one
and all, will deeply regret to lose the association of Dr. Whitington with the Executive
Board. But Ouachita College is our major
institution .a nd we will be working with Dr.
Whitington in his new position.
One of the crying needs of our time is for
a revival of personal witnessing. The world
must come to know about Christ and the kingdom of God. It will never know apart from
the testimony of redeemed men and women
on fire with zeal in the enduement of the
Spirit.- Clifton J. Allen in The Teacher.

*

He Didn't Join-

What a Traged·

When we inaugurated the Ministers
tirement Plan we gave it wide publicity,
urged men to join the Plan. We have s
that first day repeatedly urged our mex
get into the plan. One of our good men
did not join the Plan is suffering quite a
now on account of his failure to do so. l
not proper in this article to mention na1
but here is an excerpt of a letter from
"Dear Brother Bridges,
"I was ordained in February 1917 and l
had a church or churches all the time s
that time. I have had some of the sma:
churches in the country .a nd some larger o
I had to give up about one year ago, and l
no income. I am under treatment of a do
and he thinks I will be till spring. I an
years of age, will be 66 my next birthday
"Your Brother and Friel
How tragic that our brethren do not :
ahead and prepare for the evening of 1:
day by joining the Minister's Retirement P

The Gentry Church Baptised !

Last year the Gentry Church had 132 a1
tions which now gives them a total meml
ship of 398. They baptised 97 during last y
It was a great year with this good chu
Rev. Carl Nelson is the happy pastor. '
church is workin,g now on an educati<
building. They have a large amount of mo
already contributed, and also a lot of ma
ials. Mr. C. A. Woody is one of the fine lay1
in this congregation.

The task of the Christian worker is to 1
the revealed truth of the Lord and by
assistance of the Holy Spirit present this t1
to individuals in such a way that they
understand it, accept it, appropriate it,
personify it in daily life so that it wm ·de
op character in the likeness of Christ.rome 0. Williams in Sunday School Buil

ARE YOU GOING TO THE SOUTHERN BAPTIST CONVENTION?
The Southern Baptist Convention meets in
Miami, Flordia, Wednesday May 15 and will
run througll Sunday May 19. If you are going
to this Convention from Arkansas you will
most surely miss at least one Sunday of your
church at home. We presume that there will
be auxiliary meetings on the 14th.
We c:;tn get a special pullman out of Little
Rbck for the trip if enough want to go to fill
the c.ar, but we must begin now to make arrangements for it because it takes some time
to secure accommodations. This pullman
should leave Little Rock Sunday night, May
12. You can go to bed on the car about 10:00
o'clock at night, or anytime before 2:30 in
the morning. This car will reach Memphis,

Monday morning, May 13, and will doubtless
hook on to a special Baptist train out of Memphis between 7 and 8 a. m. It will arrive in
Miami at 3:55p.m. Tuesday.
If you cannot afford to ride the pullman
we think there will be chair cars for you. If
you want a place in the pullman car it will
be necessary for you to speak for it and make
a deposit on it, for if we charter the car we
will have to pay for it whether it is filled up
or not. We will take this car if enougll of our
people agree to ride it. We are writing letters
to our full time pastors and to the Sunday
School Superintendent in part time churches
asking for the names of those who want to
go in this car.

The round trip rates will be more or
as follows:
First Class, round trip ----------------------------$
Coach, round trip ---------------------------------- li
Clergy, round trip ----------------------------------Lower berth, round trip ---------------------------- 1
Upper berth, round trip -----------------------These fares include tax.

Hotels in Miami

We cannot make your room reservatio
Miami. You will have to do that throug
Reservations Committee. Read the lis
hotels published in last week's paper, and v
to the committee.

